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CHAPTER I
the: financial policy of

Alexander Hamilton

On Wednesday, March I4., 1789, the First Congress began to
assemble.1
government.

It set to work immediately to organize the new
On September 2 an act was passed establishing the

Treasury Department,^ and nine days later President Washington
sent to the Senate the name of A.lexander Hamilton to be the
first. Secretary of the Treasury.

The Senate affirmed the

nomination on the same day.3
The House of Representatives had been under some pressure
to formulate plans for the administration of the public finances
and so on September 21, the House passed a resolution:
Resolved, That this House consider an adequate
provision for the support of public credit as a
matter of high importance to the national honor
and prosperity.
Resolved, That the Secretary of the Treasury
be directed to prepare a plan for that purpose,
and to report the same to this House at its next
meeting.H*
1

1.
1789).

2

.

3.
1789).
4.

Annals of Congress, 1 Cong., 1 Sess., 16, 9 I4 (March k,
1 U. S. Statutes at Large, 65.
Annals of Congress, 1 Cong., 1 Sess., 78 (Sept. 11,
Ibid., 90 i* (Sept. 21, 1789).

1

2

This resolution was the immediate occasion for the
writing of the now famous reports of Alexander Hamilton to
Congress.

Hamilton was further ordered to submit a statement

of all the public debts of the states and the provisions that
had been made for liquidating these debts, in order that the
complete picture of the debt situation might be made apparent
to the members of Congress.
The second session of the First Congress convened on
January 1+, 1790.5

Five days later Hamilton advised the mouse

that he was ready to report on public finances.^

A vehement

debate then took place in the house as to the moat advisable
mode of presenting these statements.

The final decision was

that they were to be forwarded in writing,7 and on the four
teenth of January they were so forwarded8--not a very impres
sive entrance for the "Great Reports."9
The significance of the debt situation may be better felt
when placed in the complete financial picture.

The "aggregate

wealth of the United States in 1790 was...1552,1+10,600, the

5. Annals of Congress, 1 Cong., 2 Sesa., 1039 (Jan. 1+.
179 0 .
6. Ibid., 101+3 (Jan. 9, 1790).
7. H U . , 101+5 (Jan. 9, 1790).
8.
1056 U«n. ll+, 1790).
9. ‘the title of Chapters Id and 19 of Nathan Schachner's
Alexander Hamilton (New York, 191+6).

3

New England states and the middle states having each about
|ll40,000 ,000 ...and the South almost twice as much (1272,358,5114)
because of slaves and their products."101
2 Debited against this
half a billion dollars in wealth was a national debt of
$5^, I2 I4,1463 to which was to be added the debts of the individ
ual states in the amount of about $25,000,000.
debt is of primary interest here.

The national

An outline of Hamilton's

breakdown of this debt is as follows:
The foreign debt - French, Spanish,
and Dutch
410,970.307
Arrears of interest on the
foreign debt
1,6140,071
$11,710,378
The Domestic Debt--Principal
Arrears of interest on the
domestic debt

t27.383.917
13 . 030.168

$ljQ, I4-II+,085
Continental Bills of Credit (estimated)

2 ,000,000

Total Public Debt of the United States

45l+, I2I4,146311

This debt Hamilton proposed to fund completely and on the
new issue strive, at first, to pay only the annual interest
which he estimated would require

537»li-Mk per annum. 12

As is

10. Burton A. Konkle, Thomas Willing and the First American Financial System (Philadelphia, 1937), Tlj5.
11. American State Papers (33 vols.j Washington, 1332-61),
Finance, I, 19, 26, 27.
12.

Ibid

well known, this proposal touched off a prolonged and heated
debate among our early statesmen.
will not be undertaken here.

A study of these debates

The points of interest to this

discussion are Hamilton's attitudes toward public debts as
demonstrated in these reports, his conception of the proper
role of the public debt within the economy, and the proper
institutions to be developed for the most effective perform
ance of his purposes.

It can be demonstrated that Hamilton

had been working on these problems for years.

His shifts in

emphasis under changing conditions will be pointed out later
after the statement of the policy presented in his reports.
The first Report on the Public Credit^-3 is the foundation
of Hamilton's matured financial beliefs.

It begins with a

statement of the premises of the author which are designated
as "plain and undeniable truths."

Hamilton declared that even

In the wealthiest nations exigencies will arise that will create
a need for borrowing money.

In a country like ours which has

"little active wealth, or, in other words, little moneyed capi
tal," he said, this need will be particularly urgent.

This can

mean only that the credit of a nation must be wall and firmly
established or the expenses of borrowing will, be greatly3

I3 .
Alexander Hamilton, The Works of Alexander Hamilton,
edited by Henry Cabot Lodge (12 voTiTj New York, l'$0U), II,
227-39.
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increased.

To effectuate this objective the state must

establish firmly a policy of insisting upon the punctual
performance of its contracts.

Hamilton stated as a maxim that:

"Every breach of the public engagements, whether from ehoice
or necessity, is, in different degrees hurtful to the public
credit."1^

This maxim, attesting to the relation between

public morality and public credit, had been advanced by Charles
Davenant almost one hundred years before the time of Hamilton's
writing.

Davenant, in 1696, foresaw that as soon as any govern

ment exhibited an unconcern in the expansion of the national
debt and a neglect of effective measures to redeem the debt,
"the People will despaire of the future, and draw their Effects,
as soon as possible out of Public hands,...which at once must
sink all Sort of Credit, and with it's ruine, hazard the very
being of the Government. "^-5
Among the outstanding writers of the period whose words
were examined, only David Hume appears to have disputed the
validity of these sentiments, but such has been the influence
of Hume that it seems necessary to observe that he was un
impressed with the necessity of quickly establishing the faith1
5
4

14. Ibid., 229.
15. Charles Davenant, Two Manuscripts of Charles Davenant,
edited by Abott Payson Usher (Baltimore, 19^"2T, ? 8 .

of the public in the integrity of the government.

His reason

ing was simple:
So great dupes are the generality of mankind,
that, notwithstanding such a violent shock to
public credit, as a voluntary bankruptcy in
England would occasion, it would not probably
be long ere credit would again revive in as
flourishing a condition as before.... The fear
of an everlasting destruction of credit, allowing
it to be an evil, is a needless bugbear.16
Hamilton, however, gave no ear to Hume.

For him good

faith in the payment of the debt3 of the government was compelled
by sound morality, political expediency and, above all, by
financial acumen.
for proof of this.

For one bad only to look in the market place
Hamilton pointed out that since the estab

lishment of the new government, less than a year before the
time of the writing of these reports, and because of the hopes
and expectations that this new government had inspired, there
had been a 50 per cent increase in the value of the public
aecuritlea.

This increase in value had come from mere expecta

tions, but those who expect the most art c-.i-4-nin to be the best
friends of the government.

Hamilton then indicated some of the

more general ends to be gained by establishing the public credit.
Public credit will justify and preserve the confidence of those

16. David Hume, Philosophical Essays on Morals, Litera
ture and Politics, edited by Thomas Ewell" (2 vols.t Philadelphia,

T 3 W T T . 3??-78 V
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who are hoping for the beat from the new government, he con
tended.

And further, the new nation must act "to promote the

increasing respectability of the American name; to answer the
calls of justice;...to furnish new resources, both to agricul
ture and commerce; to cement more closely the union of the
States; to add to their security against foreign attack;

[and]

to establish public order on the basis of an upright and liberal
polioy."

All of these goals, Hamilton asserted, are "to be

secured by a proper and adequate provision, at the present
period, for the support of publio credit."17
But, eontinued this first Report, there are more partic
ular advantages arising out of a properly funded debt.

"The

advantage to the public creditors...needs no explanation."
The most important attribute to a public debt, so far as Ham
ilton was concerned, was the fact that public securities could
be made to pass as ourrenoy or spaoie.

If such stock were to

be freely negotiable a merchant might turn to it, admittedly
at a smaller margin of profit than usual, when hia funds
wsre temporarily idle and then could Just as easily reconvert
his stook to cash whan he needed to.

By thus insuring the

continuous circulation of the existing specie, publio1
7

17. As late as 1792, the publio credit continued to be
considered as the "palladium of publio safety." Hamilton,
Works, Lodge ed., II, 232, 1+36.

8

securities, in effect, might enlarge the circulation of money
and by so much stimulate new enterprises and lower the interest
rates on money*

But it must be emphasized that such advantages

would accrue only when the debt was properly funded and the
publio securities had acquired a stable value*

As Davenant had

pointed out almost one hundred years before Hamilton, all this
was neoeasary "to create in the people a willingness of dealing
1.8
...with the Government."
In truth, Hamilton pointed out, if
the securities continued to fluctuate as they had In the past,
"a pernicious drain of our cash from the channels of productive
industry"*^ would be the inevitable result.

Hamilton maintained

that the depreciated value of land at the time of the first Re
port was due solely to the scarcity of money.

He, therefore,

suggested that the solution was to increase the circulation by
raising and stabilizing the value of the public securities and
this problem of low land valuea would solve itself.
Another advantage certain to follow "if effectual measures
are taken to establish public credit," was that the rate of
interest paid by the government to borrow money would "in a
very short time, fall at least as low as five per cent; and
that. In a period not exceeding twenty years. It will sink still*
9
1

13,
19.

Davenant, Two Manuscripts, Usher (ed.), 96.
Hamilton, Work's, Lodge *3., II, 234.

9

lower, probably to four."^®

This result will follow from the

increase of the moneyed capital of the nation consequent upon
a proper funding, and the consequence that this increase in
supply will tend to push the rates down to the rates of 3 and
U percent now prevailing in Europe where borrowing would now
be made easier following the establishment of the public credit.
The blunt question, then, was how to effectuate this pur
pose of stabilising public security prices at par so as to make
them completely negotiable.
direct:

Hamilton's answer was simple and

Fay off these debta as they were contracted.

There

was no law or Justice supporting the position of distinguish
ing bwtwaen the types of present holders of these bonds.

He

pointed out thet discrimination among holders when redeeming
might haws two bad effecta.

It would decrease the security of

the transfer end because it would be a breach of the faith, it
would render the public stock less valuable.
/

This, then, was the first step proposed by Hamilton:

Redaam

these bonds wherever found at the value promised on the face of
the eertificetes.

Having oarefully developed this foundation

for his financial policy Hamilton thought it fitting that he
elose this first Report with e note of warning.

20.

Ibid., 258.

He said:

10

Persuaded, as the Seeratary Is, that the
propar funding of the present debt will render
it a national blessing, yet he is so far from
seceding to the position...that "public debts
are public benefits"— a position inviting to
prodigality and liable to dangerous abuse— that
he ardently wishes to see it incorporated as a
fundamental maxim in the system of public credit
of the Un!ted States, that the creation of debt
should always be aocoapanied with the means of
extinguishment. This he regards as the true
secret for rendering publlo credit immortal. 212
Hamilton had good reason for this declaration.

Just nine

years before, in a letter to Robert Morris, Hamilton had flatly
•aid, "A national debt, if it is not excessive, will be to us a
national blessing . tt22

He thought, in 1731, that a debt would

cement the union of the states and would create, by the necessarily eneuing taxation, more desirable habits of industry than
the colonists had previously exhibited.

His letter to Morris

may be considered simply a statement of principles to guide a
disunited people through a dreary war.

He thought that a debt

would give the people something that they knew they all shared
in common and, further, by means of this debt as an inducement,
he hoped to rally tha men of money in the land to the cause by
a very profitable bank through which the debt would, in all
probability, be administered.

21.
22.

How, in 1790, under very different

Ibid., 283.
Hamilton, Worka, Lodge ed., Ill, 387.
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oircumstances, for the debt was right at hand, Hamilton had
to work out the soundest principles for administering this
great burden.

He no longer needed to talk of unity and being

more mature, he would probably not wish to speak of improving
the work habits of the people.

The site of the debt had very

evidently softened his enthusiastic faith in the advantages of
having one.

And this new caution continued.

Hamilton is a common life cycle.

The gamut run b 7

First, in 1781, he thought a

public debt was good; in 1790 , a public dabt was good, but it
had better be watched; and finally by 1795, Hamilton was em
phasizing the necessity of carefully watching and controlling
this instrument of policy.

There is nothing new in experience

and responsibility developing caution and we shall not dwell
upon it.

It la sufficient to note that this caution did not

appear aa a dominant factor in Hamilton’s thought until after
a rounded and effective financial policy had been developed.
Hamilton next turned hia attention to actual financial
machinery.

Hine months after his proposal to fund the entire

debt, Hamilton forwarded to congress his Report on the National
Bank.2^

This bank was intended to be the major instrument in

the administration of the public credit.

23.
1790

Ibid., 388-41+3.

Hamilton suggested

The report was submitted on December ll+,

that tha ancient origins and long history of banks in the
service of public finance indicate their worthiness for con
sideration in such service.
The advantages of having a bank in the country were many
and Hamilton singled out a number of specific points for comment.
First, as always in Hamilton's mind, a bank would aid in the
augmentation of the active cr productive capital of the country.
Specie in a bank could support a paper circulation in the pro
portion of two and three paper dollars of bank issue to every
dollar of specie in the reserve.

Ey thus having additional

capital for investment and "by contributing to enlarge the mass
of industrious and commercial enterprise, banks [would] become
nurseries of national wealth."

Secondly, the bank would add

considerably to the facility experienced by the government "in
obtaining pecuniary aids, especially in sudden emergencies."
Besides a bank would already have at its command the mass of
funds that the individual citizens would presumably lend to the
government in the time of its need.
facilitate the payment of taxes.

Thirdly, a bank would

Through the bank the taxpayers

would have access to loans when necessary to meet tax assess
ments.

Further, there would be more money in circulation so

that the scarcity of coin would not require extensive liquida
tion when tax payments were due.

And finally, "The payment

of the interest of the public debt at thirteen different places

13

is a weighty reason, peculiar to our immediate situation,
for desiring a bank circulation.

Without a paper money, in

general currency, equivalent to gold and silver, a consider
able proportion of the specie of the country must always be
suspended from circulation, and left to accumulate, prepara
tory to each day of payment; and as often as one approaches,
there must in several cases be an actual transportation of
metals, at both expense and risk...to distant places."^
The difficulties attendant upon such operations should be
evident, as should the value of a bank as a remedy, said
Hamilton.
Having thus stated the major advantages of a bank, Hamil
ton now turned to consider some popular beliefs that were cir
culating concerning the alleged danger of having a bank present
in a community.

Banks do not encourage usury, he asserted.

the contrary, prudently run banks provide a stability to the
commercial life of the community that invariably encourages
lending at low rates to those who can prove themselves to be
worthy risks.
Hamilton contended that banks do not discourage other
types of lending.

24.

"The great bulk of the stock of a bank,"

Ib id . , 390, 393, 394, 4 lk

On

ha said, "will oonaiat of tha funds of man in trade, among
ourselves, and moneyed foreigners."25

Such people never

want their money tied up for long periods, as in mortgages
on land or on notes based upon personal credit.

But there

would always be others who prefer the greater security of a
lanji mortgage, he believed, and the bank would certainly be
able to impose no limitations upon them.

Actually, the limita

tions imposed upon the bank in its enabling statute would be
a sufficient protection for those who fear a monopoly on money
lending being centered in the bank.

And, on the other hand,

the Secretary argued, it was not true that a bank by its very
existence encourages speculation.

He admitted that in unscrupu

lous hands it might be the source of injurious stockrigging and
speculation, but
be also perverted.

he contended that any human institution might
It was for the Congress to ensure that the

proper safeguards were set up in the act establishing the
bank.
Hamilton now turned to what he believed to be one of the
moat serious charges usually hurled at banks.

This was the

claim that banks tend to banish gold and silver from the
country by replacing the bullion with the paper notes issued

25.

Ibid., 395.
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by the bank*.

Superficially, this was an argument against

paper money, not against banks, but Hamilton felt that a
deeper analysis was here merited.

The wealth of a nation,

he contended, is measured by its productive capacity and not
by its ownership of precious metals.

This was not to say

that the monetary circulation was a matter of indifference,
but only that the problem was reduced to maintaining an ade
quate supply of money circulation.

If a nation has no mines

it gets precious metals by a favorable balance of trade in
exchanging with other nations the products of its national
industry.

A "well constituted bank" would be perfectly

adapted to the performance of this function, since such a
bank "generates employment...[andJ animates and expancs labor
and industry."

Prom this it follows that "every addition

which is made to" this bank would have the desired effect
"by contributing to put in motion a greater quantity of the
products of both; and, by furnishing more materials for ex
portation oonduces to a favorable balance of trade, and, con
sequently, to the introduction and increase of gold and sil
ver. "26
Having thus set forth this gallery of arguments on be-

26.

Ibid., i|0l*-l#06
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half of a bank, Hamilton now turned to a statement of his
conceptions of the proper constitution of such a bank.
First and foremost, Hamilton insisted that this national
bank must be under private direction, "under the guidance
of individual interest, not of public policy."

Abuse could

not be avoided if the credit of the bank was to be put com
pletely at the disposal of the government.

But the govern

ment vaa not, therefore, to remain aloof from the operations
of the bank.

The government might even own stock in the bank,

but it should avoid owning a majority of the shares.

Since

the proposed bank charter would be granted only upon the
theory that it was subject to a periodic renewal, the bank
would be, in effect, put upon Its good conduct.

Under such

conditions, the bank would find it advantageous to assist
the government in its many financial operations.

The bank

would also find that such assistance when rendered is "never
unattended with an immediate and adequate compensation."^?
Further, Hamilton deolared, the government must always "re
serve to itself a right of ascertaining, as often as may be
necessary, the state of the bank."
The guiding principles for the control of the bank being
now established, Hamilton suggested that the national bank be

27.

Ibid., 1*27, 1*29
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incorporated with a capital of 110,000,000.

The President

was to be authorised to buy for the United States government
4*2,000,000 worth of the share3 of the bank.

Each share of the

bank might be paid for to the extent of 75 per* cent of its
value in public debt certificates and the remainder in cash.
This provision proposed by Hamilton of permitting purchase
of bank shares with government bonds merits some considera
tion.

The bank must have a large enough capital to be the

basis of an extensive currency circulation.

To create this

capital reserve In the bank by the extraction from the national
economy of such a quantity of specie was not only Impracti
cable but would result in actual h a m .

But the public debt,

now being readily negotiable, was a fit equivalent of specie.
Moreover, said Hamilton, this debt "will always be found in
considerable quantity among the moneyed and trading people.”
Hamilton then pointed out a precedent for this practice in
the Bank of England which, Indeed, had as its sole original
foundation, a loan to the government.28
Following this report proposing a bank almost a year
elapsed before Hamilton on December 5» 1791, forwarded to
Congress the Report on Manufactures.29

28.
29.

Ibid., 1+39.
TST5.t IV, 70-198

in this report2
9
8
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Hamilton devoted special attention to a thought that he had
merely mentioned In passing In the report on the bank.

In

the latter report he had declared that the true measure of
the nation's wealth was the productiveness of Its labor and
soil; In the new report he examined the premises of this
claim.

In a closely woven argument, Hamilton conceded that

agriculture was a primary source of wealth, but he denied
that it was the only one. Indeed, he pointed to manufacturing
h
as an even greater producer of wealth than agriculture. The
difficulty with manufacturing was that it would not start
spontaneously In this naw nation, but would have to be en
couraged and aided by the government with such devices as a
protective tariff

and a national bank.

Before consider!ng the specific products that /sight, with
the aid of the government, be developed in the United States,
Hamilton considered the general objections that might be raised
against a program of encouragement of manufactures in this
country.

An important contention which he anticipated, and

whloh he proposed to refute was "the supposed want of capital
for the prosecution of manufactures in the United States.*^0
Accurate estimates of the amount of moneyed eapltal in

30.

Ibid., 113

19

the nation, the report maintained, were difficult to make,
but "it la certain that the United Statea offers a vast
field for the advantageous employment of capital.

Further*

more, there were at hand three definite sources of such capi
tal

1 . "The banka of the country, including our own national
bank, were established to serve the very purpose of augmenting
the active capital of the country.

They need not be a source

of concern, he said, since "it ia probable that they will be
established wherever they can exist with advantage...."31

2.

"The aid of foreign capital may safely...be taken

into calculation."

The country had already felt the Impact

of the introduction of such foreign capital.

"It is a well-

known faet that there are parts of Europe which have more
capital than profitable objects of employment."

This factor,

plus "a very material difference in profit," has operated
"to produce a transfer of foreign capital to the United Statea."
Par from looking at this influx with a jealous eye "as a rival,
it ought to be considered as a most valuable auxiliary, con
ducing to put in motion a greater quantity of productive labor,
and a greater portion of useful enterprise, than could exist

31.

Ibid., llii - 1 5

20

without it....

Every farthing of foreign capital which is

laid out in internal meliorations, and in industrial estab
lishments, of a permanent nature, ia a preciouB acquisition."^

3.

But "for the attainment of the object in view...

there are domestic resources, of themselves adequate...*

It

happens that there Is a species of capital, actually existing
with the United States which relieves from all inquietude on
the score of want of capital.

This is the funded debt."

All

of Hamilton's efforts had been directed at establishing this
one fact, of the value of a properly funded debt as the equiva
lent of currency in performing the functions of moneyed capital.
Sow again, he carefully explained how the process worked.
"Fublle funds answer the purpose of capital, from the estima
tion in which they are usually held by moneyed men; and, con
sequently, from the ease and dispatch with which they can be
turned into money.

This capacity of prompt convertibility

into money causes a transfer of stock to be, In a great number
of cases, equivalent to a payment in coin.

And where it does

not happen to auit the party who Is to receive, to accept a
transfer of stock, the party who is to pay la never at a loss
to find, elsewhere, a purchaser of his stock, who will furnish

32.

Ib id . , 1 1 5 -1 6
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him. In lieu of it, with the coin of vhieh he stands in
need."33
In spite of all his efforts, Hamilton recognised that
there remained in the country a considerable body of opinion
which contended that public funds, far from serving to aug
ment the capital of the community, actually "serve to occasion
the destruction of acme other capital, to an equal amount,"
Hamilton’s answer to this was that if this argument is in
any way true, it could only be true with respect to the annual
Interest paid and that part of the principal which is redeemed
in any one year.

At the most, each year 3 per cent of the

money invested in the public funds would be withdrawn from
circulation by being returned to the coffers of the recipient
of the interest so paid.

And if this was so, whst did the

ownsr of the money so paid do?
reinvest such funds?

Did ha not then immediately

Where than was the loss or destruction

of capital within ths community?

And, of oourss, the re

maining 92 par cant still continued to perform its function
as capital.
easily.

But ths contention was not to be quieted so

In 1792, Washington, while on s trip through Virginia,

carefully collected the various objections to ths funding

33.

I b id . , 118

22

system and Bent them to Hamilton fop a formal analysis.
Once again Hamilton had to explain the fallacy that lay In
the belief "that all capital employed In paper speculations
is barren and useless, producing, like that on a gaming table,
no accession to itself, and is withdrawn from commerce and
agriculture, when It would have produced addition to the com
mon mass."

Hamilton gave his answer with his usual clarity,

and it deserves recognition here as showing that he, almost
alone among the leading American statesmen in his time, was,
for very practical purposes, penetrating into the fundamentals
of economic theory.

Clarity aids action as well as thought,

and Hamilton thought it worth the trouble.

He said:

It is true that the capital - that la, the
specie whioh is employed in paper speculation, while so employed Is barren and useless, but the
paper Itself constitutes a new capital, which,
being salable and transferable at any moment,
enables the proprietor to undertake any piece
of business as well as an equal sum in coin; and
as the amount of the debt circulated is much
greater than the amount of specie which circu
lates it, the new capital put in motion by it
considerably exceeds the old one, which is sus
pended, and there is snore capital to carry on
the productive labor of the aoeiety. Every
thing that has value is capital - an acre of
ground, a horse, or a cow, or a public or
private obligation, whioh may, with different
degrees of convenience, be applied to indus
trious enterprise. That which, like public
stook, oan at any instant be turned into money,
La of equal utility with money as capital. Let
it be examined, whether at those places where
there is most debt afloat, and most money em
ployed in its circulation, there is not at the

23

same time a greater plenty of money for every
other purpose. It will be found that there Is.34
The Report on Manufactures rounded out Hamilton's affirma
tive statement of the financial policy to be followed by the
new republic.

So far as he could, he had indicated the central

role to be played by the public debt.

All his powers of per

suasive analysis were exerted In getting his contentions
understood.

If his success was not complete, it may be attri

buted to the state of the social sciences of his day and the
eharacter of the education of the period that so ill fitted a
student of the olassics to make headway in political economy.
The reports to Congress indicated what Hamilton wanted
to see in the way of the role to be played by the public debt
in the use of a national bank, and in general, the path of
tha government In founding itself upon a prosperous base of
commerce and manufactures.

More must now be said of Hamilton's

thoughts concerning the class of people who were to contribute
their funds to this bank and who were to be so much benefited
by the successful establishment of the public credit.

It may

be stated quite baldly that the fundamental axiom of govern
ment that Hamilton never forgot for one moment was that3
4

34.
Ibid., 119; Alexander Hamilton, The Works of Alexan
der Hamilton, edited by John Church Hamilton (TvoTs.j TTew
York, ld51), IV, 232; Hamilton, Works, Lodge ed., II, 452.
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without the active support of those possessed of the moneyed
eepital of the land, the new government would never survive.
As early as 1780, he had clearly expressed this thought to
Robert Morris.
tionary War.

The year 1780 was a dark one in the RevoluAn impotent Congress, an unending war, a lan

guishing land, a crying need for supplies of all sorts, and,
above all, no currenoy that would induce a seller to part with
his goods— such were the conditions which the young Hamilton,
then the secretary of General Washington, thought that he could
resolve.

In his letter to Morris, he agreed that the govern

ment must continue every effort to get foreign loans, but it
should not neglect to look to its own resources.

The ehief

cause for the disastrous decline in the value of the currency
was not its excessive quantity but the complete lack of con
fidence in the government and in the success of the cause for
which it stood.

Hamilton found the whole problem capable of

a rather simple remedy.

The one prerequisite for the preserva

tion of the currency was that whatever plan be adopted it must
be one that will "make it the immediate interest of the moneyed
men to eo-operate with government in its support.*

Hamilton

then proposed to Morris a scheme that net this requirement.
He suggested that the Congress let these men of money organize
a bank, which could lend to congress & 2 ,000,000 at 1+ per cent
per annus.

Ia addition to the privilege of forming the bank,
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the proprietors of this bank were, according to Hamilton's
plans, to be well rewarded.

He urged that the charter of

this bank should run for twenty years.

A loan of U2,000,000

that was to be raised from foreign sources ought to be thrown
into the bank's stock.

All the taxes raised in money ought to

be turned ever to the bank.

The government should guarantee

the repayment within ten years of the money invested.

The

bank should be permitted to cask® loans at 6 per cent and also
have the right of issuing notes of the bank.

This wonderful

scheme, concluded Hamilton, ’’stands on the firm footing of
public and private faith;...it links the interest of the Stats
in an Intimate connection with those of the rich individuals
belonging to It.*
Decades before Hamilton had penned these words to Robert
Morris, Charles Davenent, in England, had come to similar
eonolusions.

In 1696 he wrote that:

The moneyed men can be made to quit their
hold and forego the present advantage that they
have upon their fellow Subjects, but two ways.
Either by large encouragement from the State,
thet is high premiums and great Interest which
may open their Stores. Or by putting upon the
Mony a false or more than Intrinslek Value which
will make them willing to shift it off and disperse
it round the kingdoms . "36

35.

Ibid., Ill, 332, 338.

36 . I>avenant, Two Manuscripts, Usher (ed.), 102. Also
"They who stand possessed of the ready money, have in all
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Hamilton knew that the present congress was in no
position to adopt the latter of Davenant’a suggestions, but
he saw no obstacle to putting the former into effect.

In

1781 he again wrote to Morris and even added to his plan of
the year before.

He told Morris:

'Tie by introducing order into our finances
- by restoring public credit - not by gaining
battles, that we are finally to gain our object.
'Tis by putting ourselves in a condition to con
tinue the war - not by temporary, violent, and
unnatural efforts to bring it to a decisive
issue, ** that we shall, Ir. reality, bring it to
a speedy and successful one.
This meant, it developed, that he wanted measures adopted
that "would inspire confidence in moneyed men in Europe, as
well as in America, to lend us those sums of which it may be
demonstrated we stand in need."

Eo again proposed to Morris

that a national bank be set up to "offer adventurers immediate
advantages, analogous to those fchoy receive by employing their
money In trade, and eventually greater a d v a n t a g e s . T h e in
ducements he proposed were even more generous than those
offsred in hia previous plan.

The bank was now to be chartered

for thirty years and was to enjoy a monopoly.

It could make

loans at 8 per cent and was to receive on its loans to

q

ongreaa*
3
7

times and in all countryes given the Law, and hold the rest of
the people In their power...." Ibid., 70.
3 7 . Hamilton, Works, Lodge ed.. Ill, 3 I4.3 , 360.
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the same rate.

Bank deposits were to be tax exempt.

During these early years, Hamilton continued openly to
advocate measures for the benefit of the moneyed men, or
"adventurers.*

In 1732 in a report to the Continental Congress,

be urged that provision be made for a sinking ihind.

The failure

to provide for the discharge of the debt, he said, would "be
the deepest ingratitude and cruelty to a large number of meri
torious individuals, who, in the most critical periods of the
war, have adventured their fortunes in support of our independ
ence.

It would stamp the national character with Indelible

disgrace."33

It may be suggested that these remarks were

made in complete seriousness, for Hamilton truly felt that
these men were too important to the life of the nation to
trifle with or injure in any way.

Whether this be so or not,

it is of great significance that Hamilton never again in public
so enthusiastically contended for an alliance between the
government and these men of money.

But none of his later ac

tions ever- denied the continuation of this basic article of
faith.

One of the most notorious speculators of the time,

William Duer, was Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for a
time under Hamilton.

Hamilton may have been personally spot

less in the frenzied scramble to colleot public securities

38.

Ibid., II, 188
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immediataly following the submission of his reports to
Congress, but it must not be forgotten that he had deliber
ately surrounded himself with sueh men as Duer, who knew best
how to get done what he wanted most of all— to get public
securities in demand at par values.39
It may be that, in many ways, Hamilton's maturity and
responsibility tempered the buoyancy of his earlier views,
or in the alternative, it may be that the security market
was so g o o d ^ at the time of his report proposing the
national bank that he felt that it was unnecessary to offer
the immense inducements to buy its stock that he had thought
so desirable Just a decade before.

Hamilton again proposed

to make this a monopoly, in the sense that it would be the
only bank chartered by congress during its life.

He thought

that foreigners could now be safely excluded from the bank's3
9

39. Journal of William Xaelay, United States Senator
from PennsylvanIa,” T7lJ9-9l» edited by Sdgar S. Mac lay (flew
7oFt,"ia'9or;"T7^7 reiateiT under the date of January 18, 1790,
that "Hawkins of Korfch Carolina, said as he came up he passed
two expresses with very large sums of money on their way to
Horth Carolina for purposes of speculation in certificates.
Wadsworth has sent two small vessels for southern states, on
the errand of buying up certificates.... The fault is laid
on Duer but respondent superior."
1|0 . "Our public credit stands on that ground which three
years ago it would have been considered as a species of mad
ness to have foretold." Washington to David Humphreys, July 20,
1791, The Wrltlnggof George Washington, edited by John C. FitspatricTt C39 vols7j” Washington, 1931-Wi), XXXI, 319 .
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ownership and management.

Loans to the government were to

be limited to $50,000 unless larger loans were permitted by
apeelal congressional enactment.

The Bank was to submit a

•••kly statement to the Secretary of the Treasury.

No sug

gestion was made as to the guaranteeing of any payments and
interest was fixed at a maximum of 6 per cent on all loans.
The Inference should not be drawn that even at. this price,
the bank was an unprofitable venture.

In fact, it was quite

profitable to ite proprietors in a very short time, and by
1792 Hamilton, almost by way of apology, averred that the
profits of the bank up to that time had not exceeded 8 per
eent.^This finishes the picture of Hamilton's dream, the exami
nation of the ideas, the institutions, and the men.

Needless

to say, they all fitted together and just as ho had hoped.

In

hia Report on Manufactures, he had spoken of what could be
accomplished by the initiative of the government in developing
the nation's resources.

He was one of the very first to sss

that public finance is but another political instrument.

He

realised that he was a pioneer in this direction, for he said:
"Credit may be called a naw power in the mechanism of national
affairs.

1*1.

It is a great and very useful one, but the art of

Hamilton, Works, Lodge ed., II, I4.5O.
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regulating it properly, as Is the ease with every nev and
great oontrlvance, has been till lately imperfectly under*
stood."

It may be asked if any other nation knew about

thia new instrument of policy.
that aleo.

Hamilton had the answer for

"Great Britain, the only power which has uniformly

cultivated an enlightened and exact plan of national credit,"^
Is able to overcome far wealthier rivals in war and in peace
because of its wise vse of this new instrument.

k2.

Ibid., VIII, hh5-&

CHAPTER II
THE ATTITUDE TOTARDS PUBLIC DEBTS OF SOME EMINENT
ENGLISH WRITERS CONTEMPORARY WITH ALEXANDER HAMILTON
Hamilton’s Ideas on the public debts and public credit
had been developing for over ten years at the time of the
submission of the reports to Congress.
only thirty-three years old.

Yet, in 1790, he was

It will be taken for granted

that theae thoughts on public finance were not original with
him.

The problem of the sources of his ideas then presents

itself for consideration.

In one of Hamilton ’ 3 earliest

writings, The Farmer Refuted,^ he makes more reference to
written authority than In any subsequent work.

Now granting

that Hamilton was precocious, yet at the age of eighteen with
the inadequate educational background that he possessed, it
may be doubted that he had completely absorbed the great works
that he cites so deftly in this early writing.

But his in

terests were developing and as the years passed it is probable
that he thoroughly mastered the economic and political theories
current In his time.

’’Probable" is used advisedly, because

after the work mentioned above, Hamilton made few citations

1*

Hamilton, Works, Lodge ed., I, 53-177.
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Written in
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to the source material used by him.
This chapter will bo devoted to an examination of 30ae
of the works of Hamilton's time that were of primary importance
in the field of economic thought and all of which, it may be
presumed, passed through his hands at one time or another.
Wherever possible Hamilton's use of them will be pointed out.
The reason for this detailed examination of works contemporary
with Hamilton i 3 that he does not seem to have been in sympathy
with many of the ideas expressed in them at the time that he
was drawing up the policies embodied in his reports to Congress.
If a survey of the authorities in vogue in Hamilton ' 3 time is
extensive enough to demonstrate adequately Hamilton's failure
to use them, the necessity will be evident of investigating
elsewhere if the true sources of his ideas on financial policy
are to be determined.
The book on economic theory that today is considered of
the most importance of all those produced in the latter half
of the eighteenth century is Adam Smith's work on The Wealth
of Rations.

This work was published in 1776.

It unquestion

ably got to America quickly but the tracing of its impact is
difficult.

Benjamin Franklin had known Adam 3asith for years.

He had visited Smith and David Hume in Edinburgh in 1759.^

2.

Carl Van Doren, Benjamin Franklin (Hew York, 19lU),

231; The ritinga of Benjamin franklin, edited by Albert H.
Smyth (10 vols»; Kew York, 1907'
i
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In 1775 Smith had talked over a few chapters of The Wealth
of Nations with Franklin just prior to the final publication
of the book.3

James Madison In a letter written to Jefferson

in 1785 mentions a book "much referred to, by Smith, on the
Wealth of Nations."4

Jefferson himself first refers to the

work In a letter of 1790.

He wrote that it was "in political

economy...the best book extant."5

The first printing of the

work in America was in Philadelphia in 1789^ and its publica
tion apparently filled a great demand.
that:

One author has observed

”0 ur early statesmen knew and appreciated the worth of

Adam Smith's writings....

Many of these men regarded Adam

Smith as one who bed reduced to literary form their own politi
cal beliefs.
But when did Hamilton become familiar with Adam Smith's
work?

In Henry Cabot Lodge's collection of Hamilton's writings

3 . Dictionary of National B1ography, edited by Leslie
Stephen and Sidney Lee
vola. and index; London, 1885-1903),
U I I . J.
4. Madison to Jefferson, April 27, 1785» The Writings of
James Madison, edited by Oalllard Hunt (9 vola.jj Sew York, 197>0I B T T i I T ’ T JU :
5. Jefferson to T. M. Randolph, May 30, 1790, The Writings
Of Thomas Jefferson, edited by Andrew A. Lipscomb (20 vols.;
Washington, 1903-04J, VIII, 31.
6 . Charles Evans, American Bibliography (12 vole.; Chicago,
1903-34), VII, 361.
7. Henry C. Adami 1, Taxation in tha United States, 17891316. In Johns Hopkins ’Jniversity studies in Historical and
Political Science, Ser " U r f e r t - * " (Baltimore, 15&47T2T7"

there la only one direct reference made to The Wealth of
Nations by Hamilton, and that was made in 1792.

Hamilton's

biographers and commentators have all apparently assumed that
Hamilton had very early acquired a comprehensive and sympatheti
understanding of Smith's work.

The latest of these biographers

Nathan Sehachner, simply states that by 1782 Hamilton "had read
and digested Adam Smith" and that by 1783 "he had become thor
oughly acquainted with Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations."a Vernon
Parrington, in speaking of Hamilton's influence, says that
Hamilton had "read Adam Smith with eagerness and The Wealth of
Nations was a source for many of his state papers."^

Charles

P. Dunbar, writing in 1376 in the North American Review, noted
the similarity of Hamilton's reports to certain parts of The
Wealth of Nations which Dunbar said was, of course, due to
Hamilton’s "familiarity with Adam Smith.
Eighteen years later Edward G. Bourne, in parallel columns
compared extracts from The Wealth of Nations and Hamilton’s
Report on Manufactures. I n

some instances, the similarity

in both substance and wording is striking.

Bourne drew the*
1

8 . Nathan Sohaohner, Alexander Hamilton, l^i*, 320.
9. Vernon Parrington,"Main Currents in American Thought
(3 vole.J New York, 1927-30)7^7 "25^
10. Charles F. Dunbar, "Eoonomic Science in America, 17761876," North American Review, CXXII (1376), 131.
11. Edward U. Bourne, "Alexander Hamilton and Adam Smith,"
Quarterly Journal of Economics, VIII(139ii), 328.
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usual Inference of Hamilton's familiarity with Smith's work,
but what is of more interest here, he seems to have been the
first observer who noticed the meagerness of the direct evidence
available on this precise point of Hamilton's acquaintance with
the writings of Adam Smith.
There is apparently only one item of evidence, and it ia
of the ordinarily inadmisslbly hearsay character, which connects
Hamilton and Smith prior to 1792.

In 1857-61* Hamilton's son,

John Church Hamilton, wrote a history of the United States,
which contains a detailed exposition of the activities of
Alexander Hamilton.

In considering his father’s career about

the years 1782-83, J. C. Hamilton relates that he learned
upon the narration of "P. S. Duponceau, a distinguished civil
ian of Philadelphia*' that Alexander Hamilton "having previously
perused the earlier writers...now entered upon a deliberate ex
amination of the political economy of Adam Smith, and wrote,
while a member of Congress, an extsndsd commentary upon hla
'Aealth of Rations,* which is not preserved."

12

Henry Cabot Lodge, with no references st all, but obviously
baaing hia assertion upon the statement of J. c. Hamilton, simply
adds a footnote to the affect that:

"For many years Hamilton

12. John Church Hamilton, History of the Republic of the
United States of America, as traced in the tritings of Alexander
Hamilton and oY^the CouEemporarias (3 voTs.; '"Hew '55rE7 T557-6W,

11, 515.
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had been a close student of political-economical questions.
After reading all the earlier writers, he read Adam Smith with
great care, and wrote in 1783* while a member of Congress, an
extended commentary, no longer in existence, upon The Wealth
of Rations. ^

Lodge’s statement is patently but a paraphras

ing of the previoxis assertion of J. C. Hamilton which, as has
been indicated, la unacceptable aa historical evidence because
It arises out of hearsay.

Thus there Is no direct and acceptable

evidence relating Smith and Hamilton prior to 1792.

Lest it be

thought that a comparatively unimportant point in being unduly
belabored, it should be emphasized that, as before suggested,
Ade® Smith wes regarded by Hamilton’s contemporaries as the
leading authority on matters concerning political economy.
And yet an exposition of Smith’s views on public debts *111
clearly indicate how far from being in accord with Smith’s
stand was the position taken by Hamilton in his reports.
Before undertaking a statement of Adam Smith’s position,
one final point should be raised.

If Hamilton was as familiar

with, and as indebted to, the work of Adam Smith as is claimed,
why was he so reticent in his acknowledg ent of the fact?

Ed

ward Cl. Bourne suggests that political expediency was the answer.
He maintains that at the time of the writing of the reports to

ly.

Hamilton, ftorks, Lodge ed., IV, 196-99.
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Congress it was not yet appropriate for Hamilton to cite
English authority for any policy proposed for the United
States.^

The sufficiency of this explanation may be doubted.

Throughout Hamilton's writings there are expressions of approv
al of English financial practices.

In the succeeding chapter,

it will be demonstrated Just how extensive this reference to
British authority was.

At this time it is deemed sufficient

simply to point out that in Hamilton's letter to Robert Morris
in 1731. the outlines of his views on public debts and national
banks were already developed.

This Is a point in time certainly

prior to the general distribution of Smith's work in Amerioa
and at least suggests that sources other than Adam Smith were
decisive in the formulation of Hamilton's views.
Turning now to Adam Smith, we find that Smith devoted
considerable space^-5 to tho analysis of public debts because
he viewed such debts

a means of inevitable ruin to any

government unless their liquidation was adequately provided
for, but he further indicated his belief that such adequate
provision for liquidation seemed beyond human capacity.

llj..
15.
859-900.

Smith

Bourne, "Alexander Hamilton and Adam Smith," 329.
Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations (New York, 1937),
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saw the universal lesson of history to be that when a country
arises out of relatively primitive conditions to a point where
it is producing luxuries, the ruler of that country lives be
yond his income in time of peace and in time of war haa to go
more deeply into debt by borrowing.

A country that reechos

this stage of development would have a large mercantile class
in it.

This mercantile group would contain thoae "people

through whose hands not only their own capitals but...(that]
of all those who...lend them money...pass...."

This money

turns over several times a year and must be kept invested.
These men are therefore able to land and if the government is
one that will enforce contracts and the "payment of debts from
all those who are able to pay," t3iese some men will be more
than willing to lend the funds they have under their control.
"The government of such s state is very apt to repoae itself
upon this ability and willingness of its subjects to land it
their money on extraordinary occasions.

It foresees the

facility of borrowing, and therefore dispenses itself from the
duty of saving."

Testing these principles by looking to history,

Smith finds that "the progress of the enormous debts which at
present oppress, and will in the long-run probably ruin all
the great nations of Europe, has been pretty uniform.

16.

Ibid., d61, 663
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Examining now tha actual technique of borrowing, Smith
asserts that there are two main methods of public borrowing:
(1 ) by anticipating revenue, which is accomplished by assign
ing or mortgaging a particular source of revenue for a short
period of time that will be sufficient to repay both principal
and interest; and (2 ) by perpetual funding, or more simply,
by funding, which is done by assigning a particular source
of revenue in perpetuity so as to cover interest payments
only.

If there is to be any redemption of principal it will

be through other sources of public revenue and at the special
exercise of the government's will.
The practice of perpetual funding atarted, Smith observes,
in England about 1715, for by 1717 "tha greater part of the
taxes which before had been anticipated only for a short term
of years, were rendered perpetual as a fund for paying, not
the capital, but the interest only, of the money which had
been borrowed upon them by different successive anticipations."
As a matter of fact, Smith says, the general improvidence of
the nations of Europe has been such that they have not been
able to restrain themselves from borrowing far more than any
foreseeable taxation was likely to produce.

By thus over

loading in their "improvident" anticipations of future
revenue, they made inevitable "the more ruinous practice of
perpetual funding," whereby no pretense is made of an expects-

to

tioo of early redemption of the principal*

The axparienca

of the governments of Smith’s time had demonstrated that so
much money could be raised by the simple technique of per
petual funding, that it had come to be "universally preferred"
to the method of short-term anticipation of some specific
revenue*

The new philosophy of public finance wasi

"To re

lieve the present exigency is always the object which princi
pally Interests those immediately concerned in the administra
tion of public affairs.

The future liberation of the public
17
revenue, they leave to the care of posterity.
It la this practice of perpetual funding in public
financing that Smith condemns.

He claims that such a prac

tice makes it possible for the people of the country to partake
vicariously of the thrills and glories of war without undue
inconvenience.

Some new taxes will doubtless be imposed during

the war but that seems to be considered a fair price for the
amusement.

But the modern development, Smith warns, is that

with the return of peace, these new taxes are not repealed,
they turn out now to be perpetual being needed to pay the in
terest on the new debts.

Furthermore, in times of peace, It

is almost always politically inexpedient to impose new taxes.
The result of this impasse is that "in Great Britain, from

17.

Ibid., 867-63.
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th* time we had first recourse to the ruinous expedient of
perpetual funding, the reduction of the public debt in time
of peace, has never borne any proportion to its accumulation
in time of war . " 1-0
Hamilton had a less imaginative conception of wartime
public financing.

He declared that modern war "offers but

two options - credit or the devastation of private property."19
The current surplus over the production of necessities in a
nation was not sufficient to finance a war.

The thought of

a capital levy was apparently abhorrent to Hamilton.

The re-

suit was that whatever the technique used, new debts were in
evitable.

Charles Davenant, in 1696, recognised that war in

creased public debts for the simple reason that such under
takings were usually "too bigg to be managed by any Income
to be raised within the year...."

Burdensome taxes ware

therefore necessary, but he thought that a warning was also
necessary:

"For In this matter, there is a Certaine point,

beyond whioh there ie no passing in any wiadome, and if such
taxes be too heavy, and continued for too long a Terme, it
may invite the Side which feels the Burthen to attempt some
Change in the Constitution."

13.
19.
20.

20

The warnings of Davenant*

Ibid., 373-7U.
Hamilton, Works, Lodge ed., VIII, 1*39.
Davenant, two Wanusorlpts, Usher (ed.), 30.

deepened into tha forbodinga of Smith, but both seemed to
larva Hamilton unmoved, at laaat during the period in which
ha was writing the reports.
Smith next turned to tha actual effect of public debts
upon the economy.

A public debt ia not new capital.

It is

simply productive capital turned to unproductive uses "to be
spent and wasted, generally in the course of a year, without
even the hope of any future reproductions."

Hot only ia the

principal thus wasted, but the interest is also.

Smith's

assumption seems to have been that the holders of the public
bonds are, in general, an idle class and when interest on
public securities is paid to this class there is a "perversion
of seme portion of ths annual produce which had before been
destined for the maintenance of productive labour, towards
that of unproductive labour. "21
Smith next examined a specious argument which acquired
some currency and which maintained that:

"In the payment of

the Interest of the public debt,...it is the right hand which
pays to the left.

The money does not go out of the country.

It is only a part of the revenue of one »et of the inhabitants
which is transferred to another; and the nation is not a farthing
the poorer."

21.

Smith thought that this contention needed some

Smith, The health of Nations, 877-73.

airing.

First of all tha argument clearly ignores the debt

owing to foreigners, but even if the debt were owed only to
natives such a conception "would not upon that account be
leas pernicious."

The basic fallacy of this argument, said

Smith, lies in the fact that there are only two sources of
revenue, land and money capital.

The practice of perpetual

funding ia having an injurious effect upon both of these
sources.

The oppressive burden of taxes which is the neces

sary concomitant of a developed funding system, in the first
place, destroys the productivity of land by making improve
ments impossible and, secondly, it simply results in the re
moval of the more fluid capital from the country.

In short

"the practice of funding has gradually enfeebled every state
which has adopted it."

Smith's final warning las

"When

national debts have once been accumulated to a certain de
gree, there is scarce, I believe, a single instance of their
having been fairly and completely paid.

Tha liberation of the

public revenue, if it has ever been brought about at all, has
always been brought about by bankruptcy. "22
Elsewhere Smith points out that England is a great nation,
prosperous and powerful, providing opportunity, freedom, and
aecurity to every man.

22.

This prosperity and improvement came2

Ibid., 879, 381-82

aftor the bounty laws but, he says, "We must not on that
account impute it to those laws*
wise to the national debt*

It has been posterior like

But the national debt has most

assuredly not been the cause of it."2^
This unequivocal stand of Smith makes it of interest to
quote an equally unqualified remark of Hamilton's.

He said:

The force of moneyed capital which has been
displayed in Great Britain, and the height to
which every species of industry has grown up
under it, defy a solution, from the quantity of
coin which that kingdom has ever possessed.
Accordingly, it has-been coeval with its fund
ing aystem, the prevailing opinion of men of
business, and of the generality of the cost
sagacious theorists of that country, that the
operation of the public funds, as capital,
has contributed to the effect in question.2 q
This does not exclude Adam Smith from being a sagacious
theorist but it would appear to throw in doubt many asser
tions that have been made as to Hamilton's Indebtedness to
Smith as a source for his conceptions of the m03t desirable
methods of conducting the nation's finances.
Adam Smith in his footnotes mentions only three English
writers on public finance.

He made extensive use of the

History of the Public Revenue written by James Postlethwayt
and published in 1759.

23.
24,

The Dictionary of National Biography2
3
4

Ibid., 508,
Hamilton, Works, Lodge ed., IV, 123 - 24.

say* that James was "probably a brother of Malaohy
Po*tlethwayt."2^
Malachy Postlethwayt'a major claim to fame la a twovolume Universal Dictionary of Trade and Commerce which went
through four editions between 1751 and 177U.2^

Hamilton had

quoted extensively from James Postlethwayt's work In the
Artillery Company Account Book which he kept in 1776-77.

He

also briefly mentioned Malachy Postlethwayt in the same book.
In 1757 Malachy Postlethwayt had published a little book In
which he considered the fiscal problems connected with the
eonduct of the war then going between Franoe and England.
Particular reference was made therein to the very evident
Increase in the national debt resulting from the expenses
of this war.

Postlethwayt pointed out that the perpetual

taxes Imposed In the funding of this debt raised the prioes
of goods to be exported and thus tended to dry up foreign
trade.

In fact, because these public bonds act like paper

money, their expansion in quantity tended to raise all prices.
He further said that the public securities were an alternative
form of investment which was attracting savings that should*
2
6

25* Dictionary of National Biography. XLIV, 205.
26.
Edgar A.'J.^ohnaon, Fredeoeasora of Adam Smith
(New York, 1937), 355-56.

have gone into other productive uses.

The interest in specula

tion in government securities had reached a point of being a
regular "stock-bubbling itch."

So distraught did he feel about

the government’s financial position that he criticised David
Hume "for entertaining 'a more favorable opinion of our debts
than he ought.’

This is a startling observation when, as
e
will be seen, Hume's latest biographer regards Hume's opinions
on the aubjeot of public debts as something of an obsession.
David Hume died in 1776, the year of the publication of
The Wealth of Rations.

He had for years been a friend of Adam

Smith and had followed the growth of Smith's great work with
close interest.

Hume's influence upon Smith, however, seems

to have been as friend and critic only.

Smith was taught by

other and gentler souls and found his own source material.
Hamilton showed an early familiarity with the essays of
David Hume.

In The Farmer Refuted Hume was cited as one who

spoke words "eternally true ." ^ 8

In a letter to Robert Morris

In 1731 Hamilton mentions Hume’s Essay on the Balance of Trade.*®
This was one of twelve political essays published separately
in 1752.3°

The essay of this series that is of most interest

27.

Ibid., 357, n, 57.

23.
29.
30.

Hamilton, Works, Lodge ed., I, 31.
Ibid.. Ill,"555.
John Y. T, Greig, David Hume (London, 1931), 176.

kl

her* is the one entitled On Public Credit.31

No references

made by Hamilton to it have been discovered.

This omission

is understandable, snd while a fuller explanation is deferred,
the reason may be Indicated by a quotation from John Young
Thomas Creig, Hume's latest biographer, who says of Huir.e that!
"On one economio subject, public oredit, he had developed some
thing of a phobia,"32
In the essay On Public Credit, Hume launched into his
aubject with a clear statement of his own position.

He said

that in anolent times, provision was made for war expenditure*
by hoarding in peacetime, but "our modern expedient.,.is to
mortgage the public revenues, and to trust that posterity will
pay off the incumbrances contracted by their ancestors."

This

dependence upon posterity repayment, he claimed, was "a practloe
whleh appears ruinous beyond all controversy” and yet it was
such a painless process that every ambitious minister would
have recourse to it.

II* predicted, therefore, that "the prac

tice...of contracting debt will almost infallibly be abused,
in every government.
Hume admitted that certain advantages might be claimed3
1
2

31.
32.
33 .

Hume, Easays, Ewell (ed.)f I, 363 .
Orelg,"David Hume, 178.
Hume, Essays,' Ewell (ed.), I, 366-6 7 .

to subsist In a public debt.

It was said to provida merchants

with an easily negotiable stock which might have the effect of
quickening industry by raising prices.

Further, it was of

some small value that merchants were not compelled to deal in
landstocks, that is, mortgages on land, which are not so easily
convertible into cash.

But against these "favorable circum

stances, perhaps of no very great importance, weigh the many
disadvantages which attend our public debts, in the whole in
terior economy of the state."3^

First, he contended, the

national debt caused a great concentration of people and wealth
in the capital.

The seditious tendencies of such masses of

humanity would be counterbalanced by the public creditors fly
ing to the aid of any threatened government.
prospect seemed to be one of tumult.

In any event the

Further, the creditors

would be found centered around the capital and to them would
flow all the interest payments upon the debt.

Second, the

inevitably excessive public funds tended to become nothing
but a kind of paper money which drives gold and silver from
circulation.
prices*

The result was rapid and injurious rising in

Third, the taxes to pay the interest charges would

further raise prices.

3k.

Ibid., 369.

Fourth, foreigners would own some of*

the public stock and payment to them would be a kind of tribute.
Fifth, the stock was owned primarily by idle people who live
solely on the interest from these securities.
"We have," continued Hume, "indeed, been told that the
public is no weaker upon account of its debts; since they are
mostly due among themselves....

It is like transferring money

from the right hand to the left; which leaves the person neither
richer nor poorer than before."

Hume answered this ancient argu

ment by declaring that in every community there must "be a cer
tain proportion observed between the laborious and the idle part
of it."

The laborious pay all the taxes and all the taxes are

paid to the idle.

If all the present taxes be mortgaged, would

not new ones have to be invented?

"And may not this matter be

carried to a length that is ruinous and destructive?"

We are

already, Hume thundered, "moving with amazing rapidity" to the
final dilemma:

"Either the nation must destroy public credit,

or public oredit will destroy the nation."35
To the end of his days Hume continued these "Jeremiads.
He wrote to his publisher, William Strahan, on October 25, 1769,
that:

"Notwithstanding my age, I hope to see a public bank

ruptcy, the total revolt of America, the expulsion of the English3
5
6

35.
36 .

Ibid., 370-71, 375.
Greig, David Hume, 178.
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from the Best Indies, the diminution of London to leas then
half....”

On M&reh 11, 1771, he again wrote Strahan that he

could ”foreeee nothing but certain and speedy ruin either to
the nation or to the public creditors.

The last, though a

great calamity, would be a small one in comparison, but Z
cannot see how it can be brought about, while these creditors
fill all the ohief offices and are men of the greatest author
ity in the nation,.,."

On June 25 in the same year, he wrote

about the sorry condition of English affairs, "but all these
inconveniences are slight, in comparison of our publlo debts
which bring on inevitable ruin, and with a certainty which is
even beyond geometrical, because it is arithmetical."

37

Greig says of Hume's views on the publie debt} "I can
offer no hypothetical explanation of this v e h e m e n c e . A
reoent historian of the British national debt, Eric Hargreaves,
wrote that "Hume probably took the most gloomy view of any
writer" on publie debts in the period from I7 I4O-65 .
same author then went on to say that:

This

"It is tempting to

olassify the writers as optimists and pessimists, but no
serious writer took what can fairly be described as an opti
mistic view of the public debt."

The best that could be said3
7
8

3 7 , John X. T. Greig, The Letters of David Hume (2 vols.;
Oxford, 1932)* H * 210, 237
38 , Greig, David Hume, 178.
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was that those who took a moat favorable view nwere only
prepared to claim that the payment was simply a transfer
and did not maintain that
the country."39

•w,

produced a clear advantage to

The contrast of such an outlook with what

has been indicated to have been Hamilton's conception of the
vital necessity for a public debt and the great advantage of
having such a debt again support the contention that these
writers were not the sources of Hamilton's beliefs.
Que final point ought to be raised as to Hume's theories.
It should be emphasized that Hume was not breaking new ground
in economic thought.
temporary theory.

He was completely in the current of con

It is therefore significant that Hume pointed

out that "the public becomes powerful in proportion to the
riches and extensive commerce of private n e n . " ^

Excessive

taxes in support of a public debt would injure these men.
Aside from relief in this specific direction, however, Hume
did not feel that these men must be bound to the state by any
special ties; they are already inextricably a part of the state.
This again is a marked contrast with Hamilton's continuing solic
itude for the interests of the "moneyed men" without whose ac
tive support he thought the new government would not take root.3
9

39. Eric L. Hargreaves, The National Debt (London, 1930),
,
I4O. For a discussion of the economic theory of David Hume,
3 oe Johnson, Predecessors of Adam Smith. 1&1-131.
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Another writer who had a very great influence upon all
of early American statesmen waa Sir William Blackstone.

The

extent of this influence may be gauged by Edmund Burke’s
assartation in 1715 that he had heard that ''they have sold
nearly as many of Blackstone'a Commentaries in America as in
England ." ^ *
1

In The Farmer Refuted, written in 1775, Hamilton

appeared to be well acquainted with Blackstone.

At one point

In this work Hamilton quoted from the very section in the
Commentariea in which the public debt waB considered, that Is,
Book I, Chapter 3 . ^
This chapter in the Commentaries is devoted to a discus
sion of the King's revenue.

Blackstone raised the question as

to what was done with this revenue after it was collected.

His

answer was that it was used "first and principally, to the pay
ment of the interest of the national debts."

The policy of the

English people, said Blackstone, of anticipating "the revenues
of their posterity, by borrowing immense sums for the current
service of the state, and to lay no more taxes upon the subject
than would suffice to pay the annual interest of the sums so
borrowed" began in Queen Anne’s reign.

The result was that in

1777 there were vast fortunes invested in these funds but of

1*1.
I, h67.
42 .

The Works of Edmund Eurke (6 vols.j London, 1901-05),
Hamilton, Works, Lodge ed., I, 1U6,
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what value waa it to the nation?

If most of the national

revenue collected as taxes went to pay the interest on the
nation’s debts "the property of a creditor of the public
consists in a certain portion of the national taxes."
stone saw the end result of this situation to be that:

Black"By

how much therefore he (the public creditor} is the richer, by
so much the nation, which pays these taxes, is the poorer."^
There waa, nevertheless, a certain advantage, observed
Blaokstone, in having these easily negotiable public stocks
available because they did give a small profit while their
holders are awaiting some new venture."

A certain proportion

of debt seems therefore to be highly useful...but what that
proportion is, it is not for me to determine.

Thus much is

Indisputably certain, that the present magnitude of our national
incumbrances very far exceeds all calculations of eoraBercial
benefit, and Is productive of the greatest inconveniences."
The enormous taxes for the payment of Interest on these debts
raised prices.

The introduction of excessive quantities of

these public stocks, which are really but a species of paper
money, Increased the circulation of money and tended further
to increase prloes.

Ownership by foreigners of public stocks

J4.3 . Sir William Blaokstone, Commentaries on the Laws of
England, edited by Thomas W. Cooley (2 vols.; CTvTcago,'1331+77
T T e o o C 1, 326 , 328.

5^

either drew specie out of the country or caused such owners
to demand unreasonable privileges as the price of continuing
to reside in England*

Blackstone claimed that it was the

"active and industrious subject" who paid taxes for the benefit
of the "Indolent and idle creditor."

This was an unjust arrange

ment but hla major objection to the debt was that "principally,
it weakens the Internal strength of a state, by anticipating
those resources which should be reserved to defend it in case
of necessity."^
Such were the theories of the most prominent writers on
this particular phase of economic theory who were the contem
poraries of Hamilton.
refute their arguments.

Hamilton never directly attempted to
He appears pointedly to have avoided

polemical discussion in his reports.

The nearest that Hamilton

ever came to a recognition of a contrary point of view in his
reports was this rather judicious note:

"There are respectable

individuals who, from a just aversion to an accumulations of
public debt, are unwilling to concede to it any kind of utility;
who suppose it pregnant, who cannot be persuaded that it ought,
in any sense to be viewed as an Increase of capital, lest it
should bs inferred that, the more debt the more capital, the
greater the burthens the greater the blessings of the community."

kk.

Ibid., 328 , 329.
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But," he continues, "it interests the public councils to
estimate every object as it truly is; to appreciate ho. far
the good, in any measure, is compensated by the ill, or the
ill by the good:

either of them is seldom unmixed . "45

Several years later, in 1792, in discussing the use of
a funded debt as moneyed capital, Hamilton admitted that "this
effect...has been called in question in England by some theo
rists, yet most theorists and all practical men allow its
existence. "4^
There may be a thought that what Hamilton is urging
and what these writers are objecting to are distinguishable.
Hamilton is suggesting the beginning of a movement whose end
produot is causing such dismay among these other observers.
Even if so distinguishable, it cannot be denied that both
parties are using the same examples and precedents.

Hamilton

olaimed that the whole concept of a publio debt was a good one
and that such a debt filled a real need in the economy.

For

proof in his argument, he Insisted that Great Britain was an
excellent example of the felicity inherent in a properly
managed public debt.

These writers Just discussed admit that

theoretically there could be some good in a properly managed4
5
6

45. Hamilton, Works, Lodge ed., IV, 125 .
46. Ibid., II,“ 4537 A similar statement is in Volume
IV, page 1-247-
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debt but that Great Britain la Just another of the many
nations whoa® history gives a conclusive demonstration of
the ruinous path that was the certain product of the publio
debt.
As has been indicated, it is customary to give credit to
Adam Smith as the souroe of Hamilton's ideas in eoonomlo matters.
Only Vernon Farrington remarks on Hamilton's "independence of
contemporary European theory"^ but he bases this omission on
Hamilton's intellectual shortcomings,

A more useful hypothesis

to explain shat appears to be a failure to use the most immediate
material at Hamilton's disposal might be to search for r> current
running parallel with these writers or antedating them which may
have been ths true source of Hamilton's concepts and which were
adopted by him for immediate use and not for academic debate
nor for theoretical purity.
The elements of Hamilton's problem and his approach to it
seem quits clear.
thing in itself.

He never regarded a financial policy as a
A financial policy waa the servant of the

government and only a means of effectuating some of the politi
cal decisions of this new government.

If this new political

body could not firmly base its credit, it would not grow.

I4.
7.
297

Parrington, Main Currents in American Thought, I,
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probably could not even llva under such circumstances*

If

the end of this new government was a worthy one its adminis
tration must be directed towards making it workable*

TSxcept

as they forwarded the task of proper administration, debates
on proportionate redemption to different types of bondholders
were fruitless*

Hamilton thought it pointless to discuss the

possible or even the actual encouragement of speculation or
stockjobbing in the funding of the debt.

As he said,

"The

debt was the creature of the Revolution.

It was to be pro

vided for.

Being so, in whatever form, it must have become
|.Q
an object of speculation and Jobbing.""^
So, as a practical administrator, and further, aa one

who had determined the basic principles of his projected
policies, Hamilton set to work to devise a plan which would
most practicably avoid a result under which "the publio stock
would have been too uncertain an article to be a substitute for
money, and all the money employed in it would have been diverted
from useful employment....

Under a good system, the stock be

comes more than a substitute for the money employed In negotiating it."
asked himself:

1*8.
1*9-

It would not be unnatural to find that Hamilton
How had other nations met this problem?

Hamilton, Works, Lodge ed., II,
Ibid., k5f.

Who
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among them, if any, had solved itT

From Hamilton’s writings

It is evident that he had early determined that England’s
financial history showed clearly a workable solution for the
problem of the proper administration of the publio debt.

CHAPTER III
TEE DEVELOPMENT OF PUttLIC FINANCE AND BANKING
IN ENGLISH BISTORT
A b observed in the previous oiiaptors, ooiaparativs study
oT Hamilton's writings and other contemporary sources seems to
indicate ratner strongly that Hamilton did not develop his
financial policy as a series of original propositions nor c id
he derive much direct assistance from the moat celebrated
economic theorists of his own time.

It is believed that an

investigation of the financial history of England will reveal
the true sources of the ideas presented by Hamilton to C sngreas in hla reports to that body.
to such an investigation.

This chapter will be devoted

Where possible, this will be done by

the examination of works contemporary with or antedating
Hamilton.

This procedure is admittedly one of inference.

Hamilton did not document his writingo and his use of refer
ence in the body of his reports and letters is negligible.
The most will be made of the allusions wnlch he does make, in
order to reconstruct the background.
The exclusively classical curriculum pursued at King's
College in New Tork City during the years of Hamilton's
attendance {17?l~7ig) was not likely to produce any knowledge
59
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whatsoever of modern history or economics.1

But as Hamilton

neared his twentieth year, his interests in these directions
wore already evident.

Hie account books wnich Hamilton kept

as a field artillery battery commander in his first year in
uhe Revolutionary War are preaerveu in the Library of Congress.
In the blank pages at the end of the book, Hamilton had sum
marized with great care large portions of Malaohy Postlethwayt's
Dictionary of Trade.

Further on in tills notebook are to be

found references to Petty, Davenant, Aristotle, Sir Isaac Newton,
and James Postlethwayt.

There ia clear evidence that he had

carefully gone over Adam Anderson's Annals ol‘ Commerce.^

In

177 6 , then, Hamilton had at ilia disposal the factual background
necessary for hl 3 later economic and financial theories.

He

would have devoured Adam Smith’s The Wealth of Nations had he
known of it; but as wa have seen, 3enjarain Franklin was the
only prominent American that investigation has shown to have
been familiar with this book in detail before 1785 *
Definite knowledge of Hamilton’s educational background1
2

1. A Hi a tor r of Columbia University (New York, 190lf), lf$Q-5l.
2. See Dictionary of National Biography, I, 371, for a life
of Adam Anderiorn lie was for forty years a clerk in the South
Sea Company. His work on the origins of commerce appeared in
London in 1764 . in two volumes. In lS05, David Macpharson em
bodied Anderson’s work for the years between 14.92 and 1760 in a
four volume work of hi 3 own, the Annals of Commerce. In this
study, Anderson will be credited for material in Macpherson's
work for the years Ilf92-1700 ,

6i

practically ceases at this point.

After the war was over he

grounded himself In the elements of law through a study of
Blackatono'a Commentaries.

There la nothing further to add

to Hamilton's background, then, until the fall of 17fl9» when
Hamilton was faced with the task of offering to Congress solu
tions for the financial problems of the new nation.
For the task of formulating adequate plans, Hamilton had
at his disposal the knowledge and experience to bo derived from
the developed financial and monetary institutions of Great
Britain and Western Europe.

A reading of M s reports and the

M s torical background to be inferred from them indicates that
he understood woll the significance and the limitations of
these institutions.
Hamilton's problems wore, in fact, institutional and
political rather than theoretical and legal.

The theoretical

relation of paper, gold, and silver had been clarified in de
bates in England that lasted through the seventeenth century.3
The issues wore rendered less important by the development of
the negotiable instrument of credit under the aegis of the
English common law A

a

The government's bond or promise to pay

For examples, see William A. Shaw (editor), Select

of aaliiH soastssfEsEtt.

lbib-i/^ ^ C L o n ^ n ^
A itiatory of Englian Law (12 vols.;
I
«. i* 1022 1?) VIII, 113-176; Rlchtrd Davis fticnards. The

S f i i S S

l i ' s ^ n g iB S S i K S (Wndon. 1929). ^
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created the same legal relations aa the commercial bill of
exchange*

There was then no problem as to the actual form of

circulating media upon which to base the financial structure.
Hamilton did, however, discuss in great detail the actual
weight and purity of the coinage of the new government,5
The major decisions to bo made ware as to tho proper
institutions to handle the government's securities.

What

were the political and economic limitations upon the issuance
of such securities?

What were tho most feasible means to

adopt to insure a methodical retirement of the debt created
by the issuance of government bonds?
A study of the gradual development of European financial
Institutions may throw some light on the sources of the answers
which Hamilton finally reached.

Banka ware developed to facil

itate tho settling of commercial and governmental debts.

Until

very modern times, governmental debts were royal debts and
little distinction could be made between royal personal and
royal public debts.

Only a rough outline will be undertaken

of the development of banking in Europe.

For the purpose of

this thesis, this growth is important only as it boars upon
the founding of the Bank of England in 16 9 J4.. When the European
development has been presented in order to point out the possible

5. Sec his report to con&reaa of January 2fl, 1791 on the
establishment of a mint. American State Papers. Finance, I, 9 1 ,
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ohoicaa In the form of the bank that might have been made by
Parliament in 169 )4., a study of English financial and political
history should chow both why a choice had to be made In 169I4.
and way it had not come earlier.

The founding of the Bank of

England was the beginning of the modern system of handling
puulio dobts.

In the bank *3 early years it learned many lessons.

It Is believed that Hamilton ' 3 reports give clear evidence that
he saw those lessons laid bare in history.

If it can be demon

strated that thaso lossons were learned by him from these ex
amples , and that oven obliquely he acknowledged these very
examples, the thesis he ; 3 suggested will be demonstrated*

that

Hamilton's ldea3 or financial policy were garnered, not from
his theoretical contemporaries, but from practices current in
England a century before.
The bonk i 3 the social device that has proven most helpful
as a distributing point of credit and money.

Banka had had a

long history by Hamilton's time, but not actually so long a
history aa he was led to believe.

In Hamilton's time, the

Hunk of Venlco was understood to have been founded in 1171 ,6
but we know today that this Is merely a legend.7

Banks, as6
7

6 . Maopherson, Annals, I,
Blackatone declared that
the first bank was founded 'In Florence in 1344* Blackstone's
Commentaries, Cooley (ed.), I, Book 1, 325. Hamilton believed
the Venetian bank to have been the first. Hamilton, Storks,
Lodge, ed., I f 23I4.
7. The story accepted today is that given by Charles F.
Dunbar, "The Bank of Venice," Quarterly Journal of Economics, VI
(1092 ), 308 .
------- ----------------------

formal Institutions, had to have some primitive predecessors.
Simple banking functions were being carried on in Western
Europe by itinerant Italians and Jews in the twelfth century.
They travelled esnong the periodic fairs In Southern France and
In Italy, serving as money changers and makers of loans from
fftir-time to fair-time.^

Notarial records In Genoa show that

in the middle of the twelfth century the major activity of these
men was money-changing.

By the end of that century, these same

records Indioate that m o d e m banking functions had begun in the
form of loana, foreign exchange, and the giving of interest on
deposits.9

But before a bank can properly be said to exist,

there must be a system of book transfer and clearance.

Further,

before a bank can be founded upon a capital of a public debt
derived from long term borrowings, there must be & fiscal
system providing for regular tax receipts that afford a sound
security for such permanent debts.30

Until a society can

fulfill this latter requirement, a royal borrower will pay

Q. Abbott Payaon Usher, "The Origins of Banking: The
Primitive Bank of Deposit, 1200-1&0Q," Economic History Heview
(18 vols,, Ser. I.j London, 1927-4.0), IV (1934), 4°* Under
the year 125>1, Maopherson speaks of the Lombards and the Tuaoana
developing the business of lending and exchanging money. Annals.

I. 399.

9.
Margaret Winslow Hall, "Early Bankers in the Genoese
Notarial Records," Economic History Review. VI (1935)# 73*
10. Usher, "The Origins of Banking," 4°0»
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dearly for hi a borrowed money,

The King of Aragon, for example,

paid 30 P®** cent for short tern loans at the end of tne four
teenth oontury.^
A social organization sufficient to meet these require
ments for institutional banking, even within small communities,
did not appear in Europe until the fifteenth century.

The

first European bank appears to have been founded in Barcelona
in llpQl.^-2

David Maopherson, committed to the position that

Venice had the first bank in Europe, admits that Barcelona
certainly was the first bank of deposit in Europe.13

it was

established by the municipality upon the security of the funds
of the city.

It extended oredit to merchants and hanuled for

e ig n bills of exchange.

Six years later similar banks were

founded in Valencia and G e n o a . ^

Kaopherson gives the details

surrounding the formation of the Bank of Genoa,

he relates

that it had been "unusual for the republic to borrow large sums
from the citizens, and to assign certain branches of the public
revenue as funds for the payment of the interest, which were
put under the management of some of the most respectable citi
zens, who were to pay th® interest to the creditors, and account1

11.
Abbott Payson Usher, The Early History of Deposit Bank
ing in Mediterranean Europe (Camoridge, l%-3)» 135.
—
~T'<T. Usher, "The Origins of banking," 1+08.
13. Maopherson, Annals, I, 612,
lij.. Usher, "The Origins of Banking," '+08.
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to the state for the funds entrusted to their care."-^

The

increase in such loans created confusion and the whole debt
was consolidated into one capital stock, to be managed in one
bank, called tho Chamber of St, George.

This bank, like that

of Barcelona, was a true bank of deposit.
A different type of bank was created in Venice.

In this

city private bankers had brought commerce to tho verge of ruin
by their uncontrolled and disastrous speculations.

In 1$87

the Bank of the Rialto was created under the control and super
vision of the Venetian Senate.
only.

This was a bank of account

Deposits were received and transfers made on the accounts

set up by these deposits.
allowed no profit.

The bank made no investments and

It had no connection with the public debt.

In 1619 Banco del Giro was created to provide bank credit for
some creditors of the government.

The bank was given a silver

reserve with which it flourished so steadily that in 1 6 3 7 it
absorbed the Rialto Bank.

It continued to prove a successful
«»/
venture until closed by Napoleon in 1 S0 6 .
The importance of the Rialto Bank was that it was the

prototype of the most renowned of all the early European
bank 3 — the Bank of Amsterdam.

15,
lo*

Adam Anderson refers to the

Hacpherson, Annals, I, 6l 8 .
Dunbar, "The Bank of Venice,

33h*
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year 1609 as "memorable" simply because it was the year of
the founding of the Bank of Amsterdam.*7

This bank was a

bank of account and the reasons for its creation in this form
were discussed at some length by Adaa Smith.*®
Smith pointed out that a great state, like England or
France, could maintain its own currency and replace its wornout coins, but smaller communities like Genoa, Hamburgh, und
Amsterdam would have to use their own coinage and that of their
neighbors.

This meant that effective coinage reform was im

possible and, by the same token, that the current money would
always be in bad condition and would have to face vary dis
advantageous foreign exchange rates.
a bank of acoount.

The Dutch solution was

Deposits were made into the bank of current

money whioh was received at a discount.
made only upon the books of the bank.
drawals from the bank.
his credit in the bank.

Transfers were to bo
There were to be no with

A man could withdraw only by selling
In 1609 the common ourrenoy of Amsterdam

was at a 9 par oent discount.

It continued to oe received by

the bank at such a discount, and yet the bank money replaced
it as a medium of commerce.

The premium of the banx money

over the common currency was known as the agio, hence this

17.
IS.

Macpherson, Annals. II, «?53»
Smith, The Wealth of Nations,
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type of bank was known as a girobank.
As Adam Smith says:

The bank made no loans.

"Public utility., .and not revenue was the

original object ot this Institution.

Its object wus to relieve

the merchants from the inconveniences of a disadvantageous
exchange."*9
The development of banking in Europe by the first half of
the seventeenth century had thus produced two types of banks.
Hegordleaa of type, it was generally conceded that, where found,
banka produced an orderliness in commercial affairs that was
reflected in the entire economy.

Hamilton flatly declared that:

"Most commercial nations have found it necessary to institute
banks; and they have proved to bo the happiest engines that
ever were invented for advancing trade."20

The prosperity of

the United Netherlands was frequently attributed to their bank
and the security it afforded,21

Hamilton agreed with this end

result but other considerations as to the form of this particu
lar bank detracted from its complete acceptability for him.
A bank of deposit soon develops into a bank of issue.
Such a bank will issue its own paper when it makes loans.

This

bank paper is an addition to the circulating medium of the

19.
20.
21.
1757)» It
edited by

Ibid., k$k-55'
kaiuilton, Works, Lodge, ed., Ill, 3&2.
See The Works of Sir William Temple (i± vola.; London,
191:' also. Tiie Economic Writings of Sir William Petty,
Charles Henry Hull (2 vola.; Cambridge, lil')}), I, 26$.
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community and will go far towards aid in relieving what was a
continuing problem in early European commercial life--the
scarcity of money.

No auch addition to active capital is made

by a bank of account.

As Adam Smith pointed outs

"It is not

by aujjraenting the capital of the country, but by rendering a
greater part of that capital active and productive.,.that...
banking can increase the industry of the country . "22

it was

for thi3 reason that the opinion wa3 held that the dank of
Amsterdam "cannot be said to Increase the general quantity or
circulation of money, as some other banks certainly do."23
Hamilton also found tills type of bank not to his liking,
lie pointed out that of all the European bank 3 , the best known
was the Bank of Amsterdam.

Among its other attrioute3 , lie

indicated, was that "it is also a bank of deposit, not of
loan, or circulation; consequently, less liable to abuse, as
well as less useful.
For Hamilton another factor of importance in early European
banking was the nature of cho control exercised over these in
stitutions.

For ten years prior to the Reports, Hamilton had

time and again expressed the view that "the first 3tep to
establishing the bank will be to engage a number of moneyed2
3

22.
23.
2q..

Smith, The ?>ealth of Nations. 30 I4..
Macpherson, Annals, II, 2fjf>.
Hamilton, Works, Lodge, ed., Ill, 1+28-29.
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men of influence to relish the project and make it a business.“ 2 5
In tiie report on the national bank, the reason for this belief
was carefully explained.

Hamilton says that:

The keen, steady, and, as It were, magnetic
sense of their own Interest as proprietors, in
the directors of a bank, pointing invariably to
its true pole— the prosperity of the institution,_
is tne only security that can always be relied upon
for a careful and prudent administration.
Having said this so often, he was forood thereupon to look to
the cities of Europe where such banking institutions, estab
lished in Amsterdam, Hamburgh, and elsewhere, "may seem to
militate against this position."

But upon analysis, he found

the same principle pervading the management of the Dutch bank
which he found to be the best known of these European banks.
That bank was under municipal as distinguished from governmental
control.

The magistrates of the city were its moat influential

citizens and they watched over the affairs or the bank because
of the intimacy of their connection with its prosperity.

And,

further, "it is equally evident that, from the nature of Its
operations, that principle is less essential to It (the Bank
of Amsterdam] than to an institution constituted with a view to
the accommodation of the public and individuals, by uirect loans
and a paper circulation. "2 6

Ibid *# I, 235.
Iuld »* Ill, 1*28-29.
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Thia outline of banking in Europe up to the middle of
the seventeenth century will indicate the background of those
who were to consider the need for a bank in England at thia
time.

Hamilton's knowledge of, the meditations upon, thia

same material have been presented in order to suggest that he,
too, was not ready to follow blindly this European experience.
The political problem of the procurement of the King's revenue
was one of the recurring problems of English history.

It

ceased to be a political problem only in 1689 with the final
victory and ascendancy of Parliament.

It ceased to be a

financial problem after the successful launching of the Bank
of England.

Side by side with the problem of the royal reve>

nue but more quietly and ultimately more significantly,
England was growing Into its full historical stature.
rise was based on commerce.

This

Money and credit scarcity will

stifle commerce, as the merchants and moneyed men of the time
well knew.

For this reason, banking schemes were in the air

from as early as Tudor times.^

Again, the Bank of England

was the final solution and, in truth, almost the only solution
ever attempted.

Its immediate and lasting success has caught

the attention of snany a financier before and since Hamilton.2
7

27.
3ee the chapter on “Tudor and Stuart Banking Schemes,
in Richards, Early History of Banking in England, 92 ff.
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The history of England Is readable In terns of the royal
attempts to secure revenue for the various projects that at
one time or another were uppermost in the national policy.

The

early demands were met in part by feudal olds, a3 for example,
Richard*s exactions for his Grusade^S and, several years later,
for his ransom.29

The wars of Richard* s father, henry II, had

drained the country’s resources and Richard was forced to bor
row to meet his expenses.

Ke borrowed from the Jews resident

In England and then permitted, or perhaps encouraged, pogram3
to remove the necessity of repaying these lenders.

As money

lenders to the king, the Jews were quickly followed by the
Lombards.

As has been previously indicated, oanking functions

were being carried on by these itinerant Italians early in the
twelfth century.

The skill once learned was spread quickly

throughout the Continent by these same people.

As early as

1318, the present Lombard Street of London had already re
ceived its name.30

These early English kings were forced to

borrow at usurious rates, and by 12$S the service on the royal
debts had reached the sum of &3h»500 a year.

By the time of

the accession of Edward I in 1271 the service on the royal2
8
9
3
0

28. In 1190 Richard used 100,000 uarks left by his father
and all al 3 e that he "could screw out of his subjects” to ready
himself for the Crusade. Sflacphorson, Annals, I, 351*
29. Another 100,000 marks. Macpilerson, Annals, I,
30. Ibid., I, 3&>, 399*
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debt was equal to the total of tue entire royal revenue. 31
The Tudor period started auspiciously.

Henry VII left

a full treasury;32 but Henry VIII soon emptied it.

In spite

of Henry '3 enormous acquisitions from his seizure of the mon
asteries,33 his ambitions for a voice in continental affairs
left him continually In debt.

Primarily to encourage the Eng

lish merchants to make loans to the king, usury was permitted
by statute in l545»3k

The reaction under Edward VI included

the repeal of tni3 measure,35 and it was not until late in
Elizabeth*s reign that the lending of money at interest was
once again made lawful.3&

But whatever doubts there may have

been as to the legitimacy of interest on money. Sir Thomas
Gresham served Edward, Mary, and Elizabeth as Royal Agent in
the Low Countries and his main duty was to borrow money in the
Antwerp money market for lip par cent, or less if he could.373
1
2
4
*

31. Ibid.. 4 0 6 , 4 2 3 .
32. Henry "left a treasure of fcl,800,000 Sterling in
specie." Anderson quotes a Restoration writer as saying that
"this was doubtless a greater sum than any king of this realm
before had in his coffers." Macpherson, Annals, II, 35*
33. Anderson sets the value of these lands in teraa of
1639 values at L35»000,GQ0 Sterling. Macpherson, Annals. II, 34*
34. Great drltain Statutes at Large. 37 Hen. VTIT, e. 9
(1^

k

Ibid.. 5, 6 Kdw. VI, c. 20 (1552).
Ib"ia., 13 Eliz., o. 8 (1$71). The rate was again set
at 10 per cent. The purpose of this act was again to encourage
English merchants to lend money to the government to avoid the
necessity of the Treasury having to borrow on the Antwerp moneymarket. Ephraim Lipson. The Economic History of England (3 vols.
London. 1931), III, 2 3 q - ------------------- ------ T T * ^ ,
3?. See Frank R. Salter, Sir Thomas Gresham (l^lu-1379).
(Geurnaey, C. I., 1931), pa33im.
30.
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At th® end of the reign of Henry VIII, the service alone
on the royal debts was 640,000 a year.3®
foreign debt was over 6150 ,000.^9

In 1552 the King's

"hen Elizabeth ascended

the throne in 1553, the foreign debt was down to 6100,000 but
the total debt was 6226,910. ^1°

Unfortunately in the early

years of her reign th® annual royal income averaged only
6200,000.

The extraordinary events of Elizabeth's reign,

particularly in foreign affairs, made the national outlay
soar, and by 1562 the foreign debt alone bad risen to 6230,000.
In 1560 Elizabeth had managed a successful recolaage and about
the same time alto began these rigorous economies that became
so characteristic of her.
was gratifying.

The effect upon the national debt

)|g
By 1565 fcha foreign debt was down to 1.17,000.

Fortune seemed always to smile on Elizabeth.

Her revenues

were handsomely increased by such windfalls as her share of
the booty acquired by Sir Francis Drake on his famous voyage
around the world in 1577-30.
was over 6250,000.

The royal share in that venture

Further, aha had wise advisors.

As a recent*
3
9

33. Ibi-d., ^1 •
39 . TET3., 60. In 15if7 Edward VI borrowed from the Fuggers
in Antwerp"Ti5,750 Caroline florins on the security of the city
of London. SSacpherson, Annals, II, 47.
J4O. Salter, Ore sham, 76.
1*1. Ibid. Anderson fixed Elizabeth's income in the twelfth
year of her“reign at 6183,197. Sacpherson, Annals. TI, 151.
b?. Salter. Gresham, 9U-35. Elizabeth "restored the silver
sterling purity as It hal not been for 200 years before." Kacpherson, Annals, II, 126.
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biographer states the views of Sir Thomas Gresham:

"If

expenditure was kept well within the neighborhood of income,
• reputation for the punctual repayment of debts combined
with an advantageous turn of the exchanges would guarantee
to the Crown aueh loans as might be necessary from time to
time to meet unexpected or emergency obligations.”^

If this

is an accurate statement of Gresham's views it has a striking
similarity with the ideas expressed by Hamilton in the opening
paragraphs of his first report to Congress.
This consideration of the sums involved in royal finances
Is sufficient to indicate the materiality of royal demands
upon the commercial world.

Elizabeth's reign may be taken as

the beginning of Britain's steady rise to her later commanding
position.

This progress in England ras from the very beginning

beset with financial difficulties.

Charles Pavenant In his

Discourses on the Publlck Revenues published in 1698 gives
estimated figures on the national wealth of England

16 0 0
1630
1660
16 8 8

S>17 # 0 0 0 ,00 0
2 8 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0

56,000,000
88 ,000,000

and on the Trade or England 12 voia.; ^ondon, i£>9«U, iJ., t*9.
ITipson says- FEaE EEese figures are hypothetical, but there is
no question as to the expansion of wealth in the seventeenth
century. Lipson, Economic History of England, III, 209.
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Thus in eighty-sight yeans the national wealth increased by
about 520 per cent.

Contrasted with this inoraas® is a much

smaller increase in the amount of money in circulation.

Adam

Anderson said in the Annals of Commerce in 1599 that il+,000,000
in specie "were the tools we had to work with whan we first be
gan to make a figure in the commercial world. "^+5

in 1688

Davenant computed the currency in circulation to have been about
618,500,000.^

This is an increase of only 1^60 per cent.

This

disproportionate increase in these two items represents a de
flationary influence of some magnitude.

The remedy seems

clear in that the teak must be to increase the amount of the
currency.

Two approaches to a solution of the problem were

considered throughout the seventeenth century.

First, find

the proper proportion of gold and ailver in relation to the
price structure and to each other and by a reeoinage discourage
the melting down of the overvalued English gold coins.

This

is a technical problem irrelevant to this discussion but one
which,incidentally, apparently was solved by the recoinage of
1696.

The other solution was the establishment of a bank to

Increase the velocity of circulation and to centralize facili
ties for borrowing and lending.

J+5 .
I46.

Attempts along this latter

kaepherson, Annals, II, 215-16.
Davonant, Discourses, II, 36 -MO.
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course Jiay be seen from 1600 onwards.
The scrivener was the man who in Tudor and early Stuart
times brought money and borrower together.h 7

He was in a

splendid position to do so by virtue of his occupation as the
drawer of bills, bonds, and contracts.

The capital for busi

ness ventures in Tudor times came primarily from the merchants,
not, as might have been expected, from the landowners.^8

These

merchants stored their idle soecie and bullion in the Tower of
London.

London had become the bullion center of Europe 3 ince

the days of Elisabeth when so much of the Spanish bullion from
America was diverted to English shores.

Commerce continued

its customary way as the clouds gathered over Charles I.

The

year 16ljO was a bad one for him, for the political battles
with the Puritans were well begun.

The religious struggle with

the Presbyterians of Scotland had reached the point of actual
invasion of northern Fnglend, and Charles urgently needed
money.^

He adopted a fatal expedient to procure it when he

seized the bullion of the merchants deposited in the Tower of
London.

In the negotiations that quickly followed his action

it was impressed upon the King that the ruin of the merchants

1^7. Lipson, Economic History of England. Ill, 227-23;
Richards, Early History of Banking In England, li*-15.
1*3. Lin son. Economic History, III, 203.
1|9. Some loans had been obtained from London merchants
at 3 per cent, on the security of anticipated revenue. Hacpfcerson,
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and tha destruction of the London bullion market was not
worth the Ll30»000 that he had gained.

Charles agreed to

return the bullion but only upon the promise of the merchants
to lend him I»4o ,000 on the security of the customs. 5°
In the year following these events Henry Robinson wrote
that to increase trade England needed a bank which would bring
together the cash lying dormant with the merchants.

The re

sulting bank credit could be mads to serve as money and the
circulating medium could thereby be increased without the
issuance of any additional currency.

The object was to make

the "Bank...no more than a Grand Caahkeeper of the Kingdom
....“51

The stumbling block was the destruction of public

confidence in any bank under a monarchy.

Robinaon suggested

that Parliament, which was more worthy of trust than the King,
might be able to control the bank.52
This statement indicates the effects of Charles' seizure
of the bullion.

First, the merchants never again entrusted

their money to royal safekeeping.

This put a serious obstacle

in the path of any attempt to create a national bank.

All*
5
0
1

Annals, II, 336 . In 1625 Charles pawned the crown jewels to the
Stkte "General of the United Netherlands for &300,000. Ibid., 359.
50. Samuel R. Gardiner, History of England from the Icceasion of James I to the outbreak of" the Civil War," l'6T)3-l6i<5' (15
v o l s L o n d o n , 113154TT"IX, l7£>. Xndarson" sets' the value of the
amount seized at L200,000. N’acpherson, Annalst II, l+li*
5 1 . Henry Robinson, "England's Safety'In Trades Increase,"
reprinted in Shew (ed.), Select Tracts and Documents Illustra
tive of English Monetary
aIbryT~l626-Tr30't
~UT."
5"i5 *~ ibidT, 5G .
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banks up to this time had been publicly owned and controlled.
But the lesson had been learned that the protection of precious
metals In an official bank from royal depredation apparently was
an impossible task.

Second, a substitute for this royal deposi

tary had to be found.
taries.

This led to the rise of private deposi

There was a period of confusion in which, as Adam Ander

son describes it, "the merchants and traders of London generally
trusted their cash with their servants till the breaking out of
the civil war when their apprentices and clerks frequently left
their masters to go into the army.

Thereupon, in such unsettled

times, merchants not daring to confide in their apprentices began
first, about this year 161+5 , to lodge their oaah in goldsmiths*
i
hands.•.."^3
These goldsmiths of London seem to have quickly grasped
the possibilities of their new opportunities.

In a short time

they were paying interest on time deposits so received because
they had already begun to lend to Cromwell at an even more
substantial rate of I n t e r e s t . T h e s e goldsmith-bankers con
tinued their cordial relations with the government even after
the Restoration.

Anderson in the Annals of Commerce describes

the dealings of the goldsmiths with Charles II in this way:5
3

53 . Macpherson, Annals, II, 1+27.
5k.

Ibid., 1+28.
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After the Restoration, King Charles being
in want of money, the bankers took 10 per cent
of him, barefacedly; and by private contracts
on many bills, orders, tallies, and debts of
that king's, they got 20 , sometimes 30 per cent,
to the great dishonour of the government. This
great gain Induced the goldsmiths more and more
to become lenders to the king; to anticipate all
the revenue; to take every grant of parliament
into pawn as soon as it was given....55
Such enormous profits had the inevitable effect of increasing
both the numbers of such private bankers and the sums placed
at their disposal.

Anderson declares that the peak year of

goldsmith-banking was 1667,^

when the prof9 e»slon suffered

the first recorded run on banks as the Dutch sailed up the
Thames and destroyed English shipping Just below London.57
As early as 1670 there was arising a strong feeling of
dissatisfaction with the aid given to commerce by the goldsmiths.
The lack of a circulating medium was being felt and yet the
raerohants saw that what money there was for use was being
siphoned into the hands of the King because of the extravagant
interest rates paid by him.

The actual effect of this process

was to hinder the circulation of money.

The royal notes and

promises to pay were at such a discount as to be of no value*

55. Ibid.
56. Xbid., 519«
57. TJnder the date of June 13, 1667, Samuel Pepys describes
The Diarv of Samuel Pepys, edited by Henry 3. Wheatley
this run
(9 vola. ln~TS;_i5’5w Y'ork, 13$'5)7vl7 Part II, 3^1.
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as a substitute for the specie thus withdrawn from circulation
in oommerce.5®
But the King himself aided the merchants by destroying
his own credit among the goldsmiths.

Onnce again a Stuart

forgot a lesson he should heve learned well.

In 1672

Charles II needed money badly for his Continental undertakings.
On January 2 of that year a royal order announced that the Ex
chequer was closed for twelve months for the payment of interest
or redemption of any and all outstanding government notes and
tallies.

This was the "Stop" of 1672.

The goldsmiths left with

unredeemable government notes presumably were ruined as were
those who had deposited their funds with these private bankers.
The refusal to redeem was taken to be the equivalent of a can
cellation of the total debt then owned by the King, which had
reached a total of &1,323,526.

Anderson in the Annala of Com

merce says that this seizure greatly hurt over 10,000 families
of whom many were entirely ruined.59
The reaction of those contemporary with the Stop is un
mistakable.

John Evelyn (1620-1706) was at that time a member

of the Council of Foreign Plantations and in the inner circle
of royal advisors.

He later wrote in hie diary under the date

of March 12, 1672, that the King’s invasion of the Exchequer,5
8
9

58 . Macpherson, Annals, II, 5i*6.
59.

Ibid., 560-6!
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"that aacred stock,.,put hia Majesty on an action which not
only lost the hearts of hia subjects, and ruined many widows
and orphans, whose stocks were lent to him, but the reputa
tion of hia Exchequer forever, it being before in such credit,
that he might have commanded half the wealth of the nation.
"The credit of this bank being broken did exceedingly
discontent the people, and never did his Majesty*a affairs
prosper to any purpose after it...,"^°
Bishop Burnet, writing before 1705, relates that the
"bankers were broke} and great multitudes, who had trusted
their money into their hands were ruined by this dishonorable
and perfidious action , " 61

It is only fair to note that Burnet

was outlawed by the Stuarts and only returned to England in
1689 in the entourage of the Prince of Orange.
The belief that the Stop of 1672 spelled the ruin of the
goldsmith-bankers was the view of Hamilton's contemporaries.
For the purposes of this thesis it is of almost academic in
terest that modern scholarship has shown that the Stop did
not affect the goldsmith-bankers as seriously as the contem
porary observers claimed.

A recent writer examined the surviv

ing account books of the goldsmiths who were involved in the

60. Diary and Correspondence of John gvelTO. P. R..J.,
edited by William Brey (U vola.j London, 1881), II, 76.
Burnet's
History
of
61. Gilbert Burnet, Blsho- 0
*•*- *
”
' His Own
,-JUT.--------------------Times (1} vols.j London, 18X377
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financing of the government . 62*
5 Only five of these are known
6
to have gone bankrupt as a direct result of the Stop.

Most

of the leading goldsmiths continued in business for a decade
or more after 1672.

Alderman Edward Backwell received an in

terest payment of over & 360O from the Treasury within five
weeks after the Stop.6 -* Backwell became the King's financial
agent in the Netherlands and lent the King considerable sums
for years after 1672.

In February of 1677 the King owed

tl* 365*733 of which l»29l|.9Wl was owed to Backwell.6^
Whatever the actual monetary losses* the impression left
upon the public was clearly defined.

Sir William Holdsworth's

conclusion concerning the Stop is that!

"The only effect which

it had was to impress, both upon the goldsmiths and their cus
tomers, the idea that the less they had to do with the govern
ment the better it was for the®."6'* The German historian,
Leopold von Ranke, reaohed the same conclusion in considering

62. Richards, Early History of Banking in England, 2l»-25.
In accord with this view is ’Sir John CIapham,~?he Bank of England
— A History (2 vols.j Cambridge, 19J+5), I, 12. Some modern
wrlte'rs'”s n i l adhere to the old view. Wilfred Acres, The Bank of
England from Within— 169U-,1900 (2 vols.j London, 1931)1 I, 5-6.
Andreads 3 says that "this proceeding...was nothing less than a
declaration of national bankruptcy.
Andreas Miohael Andreades,
A History of the Bank of England, 16i|0-1903 (London, 1926), I4O.
T T T R T c S ^ d T T lafly History
^ j i * n g In England, 35.
66 . Richard D. Richards, "A Pre-Bank ofKngland English
Banker— Edward Backwell," Economic History (U vols.j London,
1926-1*0), I (1928), 335.
. #
65. Holdsworth, History of English Law, VIII, 136.
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the ©vents surrounding the establishment of the Bank of
England In 1694*

Von Rank© aayas

HWe find that tha more

the goldamitha...dealt with the government, the lesa credit
they had elsewhere.

The public did not trust their money

with them unless they were certain that they had nothing to
do with the government . "66
But royal dishonesty did not cure the need for solving
currency problems.

All writers of the period agreed that some

sort of a bank was necessary.
simple question:
money?"

Sir William Petty asked the

"What remedy is there if we have too little

His answer was direet.

"We must erect a Bank, which

well computed, doth almost double the effect of our coined
money; and we have in England materials for a bank which shall
furnish Stook enough to drive the Trade of the whole commercial
World . " 67
Even if a bank was necessary for the commercial world, it
is nevertheless true that it will succeed only if its credit
is firmly established.

The standing of a bank's notes are as

good as the security behind them.

Land was early rejected ns

an unfit fund upon which to base a paper currency.

Land Is not

66 . Leopold von Ranke, A History of England Principally
in the Seventeenth Century (6 vo 1 a. oxYor<3f, '137$), /, 77.
—
(5/1 Sir William Petty, "Quantulumque Concerning koney,”
The Economic Writings of Sir William Petty. Hull (ed.), II,
m -
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sufficiently marketable to be an adequate and satisfactory
base for negotiable paper.

It was undesirable to withdraw

from the already inadequate specie circulation a sufficient
sum to make an adequate bank reserve in bullion.

The third

alternative was to use the public funds already circulating.
The value of these funds depended upon the credit of the
government.
There was writing in England at the turn of the seventeenth
century a man pre-eminently qualified to discuss public credit.
Charles Davenant's writings left their mark on this period, and
no extended development of his view* as expressed in his Dis
courses on the Public Revenue* is necessary.

He wrote after

the establishment of the Bank of England but the proof by ex
perience only added force to his argument.

He started with the

simple premise that England needed more currency.

Four years

after the establishment of the Bank of England, the banknotes
were at par, and this was sufficient to indicate that this was
the true way to expand the currency.

But these notes depended

upon the public credit and that in turn depended upon the efforts
of government leaders to reduce the present debt and prevent
any oppressive new creations.

The current debts of England (1693)

were not so oppressive that energetic methods could not rid the
Kingdom of them completely.^ 3

68 .

Such methods were necessary to6
8

Davenant, Discourses, I, 37 ff.
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attract the moneyed men.

As he had pointed out several years

before the moneyed men had to be Induced "to let their Hoard
sea the Light, and be dispersed abroad even to the remoter
Countreys."

To prevent the concentration of all the specie In

London, Davenant urged the establishment of banks in "the chief
eityes and places of Trade.
The Revolution of 1689 removed the Stuarts from the English
throne.

William and Mary ascended in their turn but something

had nov been added.
way.

True Parliamentary control was now under

This control was clearly established over the royal purse.

The conditions for a Bank were aatisfied and in a few years the
Bank appeared.
William of Orange apparently had dedicated his life to
opposing Louis XTV on the Continent.7°
were necessary for this struggle.

The resources of England

As ever, money was neoessary

to mobilise these resources and the annual grants of Parliament
were not :,n«“ugh.

In 1689 the national revanue was Just over

bl,600,000, "of which bl,101,839 had to be devoted to the needs
of an insignificant army and a fleet in very bad condition."^1'
Between 1692 and 169il various devicas were unsuccessfully tried6
9
7
0
1

69.
103.

Two Manuscripts of Charles Davenant, Uaher (ed.), 97,

70. The early yeara of William’s reign are treated in Book
JJi of von Ranke's History of England, V, 3-149.
71. Andreadea. A History of the Bank of England, 55*
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to obtain large sums of money.
brought little return.

The sale of life annuities

The credit of the government with the

general public was still bad.

Leopold von Ranke attributes

this poor credit standing to a number of reasons, such as, the
memory of the Stuart perfidies, the high interest rates paid by
goldsmitha who were known not to deal with the government, and
the rather elementary reason that one could get one's money back
from the goldsmiths at one's pleasure.

It was at this point in

16&1+ that the moneyed men finally appeared on the scene.
Charles Montague, a commissioner of the Treasury, determined
to promote the plan submitted by William Paterson, Michael God
frey, and a group of London merchants.

These men offered to

lend the government 11,200,000 at 8 per cent in exchange for
the privilege of establishing a bank of deposit and issue.

Al

though the whole of the commercial world was in favor of the
establishment of such an institution, there was great opposition
to the bank, primarily on political grounds.

Stuart and Catho

lic partisans were opposed to any measure likely to aid the
government.

As Bishop Burnet relates it!

"It was visible,

that all the enemies of the government set themselves against
it, with such a vehemence of zeal, that this alone convinced all
people that they saw the strength that our affairs would receive
from it."

And he found the converse to be also true, that upon

the Bank being finally established "it engaged all those who were
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concerned [with the funds], to be, upon the account of their
own interest, zealous for maintaining the government, since
it was not to be doubted, but that a revolution would have
swept all these away.
Since effective political opposition is always devious
and subtle, it is to the formal arguments used by this opposi
tion that we must turn.

The arguments used by the opponents

to the creation of the Bank will be considered in the light of
William Paterson's answers to them.

These contentions answered
/
will, in turn, be compared with the arguments that just one
hundred years later Hamilton thought most worthy of considera
tion in defending his proposed bank.

The establishment of a

similarity between the two lines of argument should suggest
that this is the point in history to which Hamilton turned for
aid, if anywhere.
Paterson's brief tract was published in I69 J+ prior to the
passage of the act creating the Bank.
premises.

England, he said, needed a bank to increase the money

in circulation.

The universal objection was that a bank can sur

vive only in a republic.
tried.

He opened with simple

Other solutions, therefore, have been

An attempt was made to tinker with the coinage by debasing

it without changing the nominal values of the coins.

72.

Burnet, History of His Own Times, III, I 3 7 .

This absurd7
2
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remedy waa deflected from execution.
credit still remained at low ebb.

But the government's

The plan now offered by

some moneyed men was for the government to create a public
transferable fund bearing Interest, which such men of wealth
would be glad to purchase and make this fund the basis of a
bank.

This proposal, Paterson said, "begat whole swarms of

objections, which are hardly ever like to be answered unless
it be with one another, or with the practice, or at least until
the antagonists have reconciled their positions."

Paterson

then gave some of these contradictory objections:
Firstly, this plan would make the King absolute.

Moneyed

men, being naturally timid, would do what the King wished in
order to protect their investment.
Secondly, banks could survive only in republics.

If this

one survived, it would do so only by the owners of its stock
exerting their influence to make England a commonwealth.
Thirdly, banks increased the price of land and therefore,
would discourage and ruin trade.

This would result from the

raising of the price of securities on real property to such an
extent as to put them on a par with personal securities.

Land

always being a sure risk, trade would suffer.
Fourthly, the profitableness of this bank would make credit
so easy that all the money of the nation would naturally run to
trade an<^ therefore, land values would decline seriously.

Those arguments were plainly Irreconcilable and nothing
was to be gained by worrying over them individually.

Pater

son thought it better to make a plain statement as to why he
thought the Bank was a good plan.

The capital of this Bank

would be tl,200,000 paying &100,000 a year.

The dividends to

stockholders would be thus assured and would not come out of
the capital as had been the practice in some banks in Europe
where the business of the previous year did not warrant a
dividend.

If this revenue failed, it would be because the

nation had fallen.

As Paterson said, "It must needs follow

that nothing less than a conquest, wherein all property,
justice, and right must fail, can any way affect this founda
tion. ...
Paterson then pointed out the fallacy of separating land
and trad*.

The economic life of a nation is a totality.

If

prices are high or money scarce, all parts of the nation suffer.
For this reason the Bank would be beneficial to both.

The Bank

was going to increase the amount of money in circulation by at
least 1,900,000.

The inevitable effaot of this would be to lower

the interest rate, which varies inversely with the amount of
money available.

This effect would be felt throughout the nation7
3

73.
Paterson’s tract, "A Brief Account of the Intended Ban
of England," la reprinted in part in Saxe Bannister, Life of
William Paterson (Edinburgh, 1859), 80-93*
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by making trade easy and secure, raising the price of land,
drawing gold and silver into the country from other lands, dis
couraging usury, and delivering, landowners from oppressive credi
tors in order to strengthen the government and to secure it from
change*

If the foundation of all this prosperity was the safety

of the public funds, all was well, for Paterson found it to be a
well-grounded maxim that "men are the best, the truest, and most
natural defenders or guardians of thoir own properties and es
tates ...."7^

Bishop Burnet added the suggestions that:

thought a bank would grow to be a monopoly:
England would come into their hands:

"Some

all the money of

and they would, in a few

JS&T3, become the masters of the stock and wealth of the nation."75
One hundred years later, Hamilton had the task of presenting
the arguments for a national bank.

As indicated in the first

chapter, his major purpose was to establish the public credi t and
make it useful as a f o m of active capital.

Ee too felt that the

most important instrument for the effective achievement of that
purpose would be a national bank.
have been indicated.

Eis arguments for that bank

It is sufficient here simply to restate the

arguments against a bank that he thought merited extended criti
In hi 3 Report on the National Bank, he told Congress

cisms.
that:

"The most serious of the charges which have been brought

against them [banka] are:*

74*
7p.
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That they serve to increase usury;
That they tend to prevent other kinds of landing;
That they furnish temptations to overtrading;
That they afford aid to Ignorant adventurers, who disturb
the natural and beneficial course of trade;
That they give to bankrupt and fraudulent traders a fic
titious credit, which enables the a to maintain false appearances
and to extend their impositions; and, lastly,
That they have a tendency to banish gold and silver from
the country."76
The report then detailed at length the lack of founda
tion for such contentions.
It is evident that Paterson and uamllton met the save
arguments and countered with the same line of reasoning.

They

were both successful, but Hamilton was aided no little by the
fact of the undoubted success of the first one hundred years
of the Bank of England.
The contention that banks are compatible only with a
republican form of government had become a moot question for
Hamilton in 1790, but he had paid due respect to such a be
lief in writing to Robert Morris in 1781.

In that letter, he

admitted that the Bank of England's effect upon the public7
6

76 . Hamilton, Works, Lodge

ed., Ill, 39&
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credit made possiole the incessant war 3 of Great Britain, but
Britain had nor? aoused this advantage due, ho contended, to
the monarchical form of government.77
The Bank's supporters overcame all opposition and tne dank
came into existence.78
day.

The Bark was a success from its opening

Subscriptions for the loan were opened on June 21 and

completely taken up by July 2, l69ip.

The money was in tne hands

of the government before the beginning of 1695,79 which gives
credibility to the claim that the Bank was the najor factor in
William's success on the Continent in 1 6 9 5 .^°
And then after this fine beginning the Bank suffered some
rude shocks.

There had not been a racoinago since 1 5 6 0 , at

which time coins were hammered out, with a consequent uneven
ness in weight.

In 1 6 6 3 a mill arid press were developed cap

able of turning out coins uniform in shape and weight.81
recoinage was determined upon in 1 6 9 6 .

A

There was not enough

currency to meet all needs and the Bank was forced to make its

7 7 . Ibid., 3 6 2 . Under the date of August 17, 1 6 6 6 ,
Sa»Uel Pepy3 , recalling the seisure of tne oullion by Charles
I, concluded that banks could not survive in a monarchy. Diary
of Samuel Pepys, Wheatley (ed.), V, Part II, 3 8 O-8 I.
7 8 . great Britain Statutes aj. Largo, 5 *»• and Mary, c.
20 {I69I4.).
79. Clapham, The Bank of England, I, 19-20.
80. Macpherson, Annals. "II, 659-t>0.
81. william Cunningham, The Grow th of English Indus try
and Commerce in Modern Tims3 (3 vols.; Cambridge, 1922-29J,

17 7 O T
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paper only partially redeenable in specie which quickly drove
the notes of the bank down to a discount of 2 If per cent by
early 1697-®^

The recoinage was badly administered, and it

took three years to turn out &6,882,000 in new currency at a
cost of &2,702,000,83

While tiiia was going on, the government

permitted debate upon a bill which finally passed, providing
for a coiiq>etitor to the Bank— the Land Bank of Dr. Hugh Chamber
lain.%

That the complete failure of subscription doomed tills

bank only slightly lessened the shock to the Bank of England. '3
Further, William needed money in Holland,
country was tied up in the rseolnage.

The bullion of the

To aid William, the

Bank was forced to discount its notes in Holland at from Ilf to

25 pa** cent below par, 8*-)
In 1697 the Bank was able to consolidate its position.
The act passed that year provided that no other bank was to
be created during the life of the present Bank of England.?
The Bank’s stock was to be enlarged by additional loans to the
government and payment for this stock might, to the extent of
30 per cent, be in tallies and other government securities. 88

Claphaia, The Bank of England, I, 37•
Andre ades. illstory of the Bank of England, 9 6 .
iiacahoraon. Annals, II, b «
Andreades, History of the 3ank of a afiland, 107.
Claphaiu, The Bank o f E n gland, I, 2o.
great Britain Statutes at Large, 8 and 9 Was. Ill, c,

20

Section 22 of the proposed plan for a
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The Bank was to bo paid 8 per cent Interest during the time in
which it held the tallies so received.^9
This provision as to payment for bank stock with govern
ment paper is important.

If short-term government paper is

used by subscribers to pay for shares of bank stock which are
based upon a long-term loan to the government, the result
should be to retire a substantial part of the outstanding
short-term paper.

If only long-term or perpetual debts re

main, the public debt has been funded and is made permanent.
It was this result that Adam Smith objected to on the ground
of the unlikelihood of reducing or retiring a permanent debt.
Because the debt to the Bank was one of the first and was the
largest of these early types of loans In perpetuity, the year

1694 is traditionally taken to be the year of the founding of
the national debt.

The retiring of short-term loans by in

creases In the permanent debt owed to the 3auk would, il long
continued, result In the Bank being the sole debtor of the
government.

But the needs of the government soon outgrew the

national bank submitted to Congress by Hamilton in 1791 read:
"Ho similar institution shall be established by any future act
of the United States during the continuance of the one hereby
proposed to be established." Hamilton, Storks, Lodge ed., Ill,

Rq_ ftpeat Britain Statutes at Large, 3 and 9 ®a. Ill, c.
20 sec. 23TTH9TTT Hamilton suggested payment for the Bank's
shire to the extent of 75 per cent, in shares of the public
dobt which, bore cl rate or o per cent. Haiallton* Works» Lodge
e d ., I l l , 4 3 1 -3 2 .
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capitalization of the Bank, ana the Bank's role then bacaae
that of assisting the government in its financial opera
tions.
The Bank, as early as 1 6 9 6 , began to undertake what
ultimately became its most Important function, the task of
being an arm of the Treasury.

In 16 96 it undertook to

circulate Exchequer bills which the government was Issuing
to make up for the monetary shortage during the recoinage.90
In 1707 this became a statutory duty.91

As of 1710 the Bank

received £100,000 a year for this service.

The detailed In

crease in the services rendered by the Bank to the Treasury
need not be enumerated here.

They were many and ultimately

of such great scope that Adam Smith wrote in The Wealth of
Nations that the Bank of Engl and had Become a "great engine
of state."92
The reason for the close relation that developed
between the Bank and the government is not difficult to
understand.

The Bank was the result of an alliance of

moneyed men and a Whig government.

The security of each9
2
1
0

90. Eugen von Philippovich, History of the Bank of
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depended upon the other.

Joseph Addison, in the third paper

of The Spectator, gives a vivid picture of the interlocking
of these two parties as it appeared to him In 1710.

He de

scribes a dream he had of a lady named Public Credit,

in one

moment this beautiful woman would wither into a skeleton and
just as suddenly return to her former state.

Bag 3 of money

around her throne reacted in the same fashion as she did.

The

reason for her health appears to have been the unmanned pres
ence of the Magna Carta and the acta establishing the Protes
tant succession.

She was protected by some strange people

named Liberty with Monarchy, Moderation, and Religion.

Her

lapses from health were caused by other equally strange
persons called Tyranny, Anarchy, Atheism, and a young man
afterwards Identified as James Stuart, the pretender to the
throne.93
It may have been a reading of this allegory that prompted
Hamilton to remark, "The 3ank of England unites public author
ity and faith with private credit, and hence wc 3 ee what a
vast fabric of paper credit Is raised on a visionary basis.
England would never have found sufficient funds to carry on*
,
I

93. The Spectator (12 vols. In b.j Philadelphia, 1832),
I, 1*0 -1*!*-.
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her wars; but with the help of this, she has done and is
doing wonders."94
Jonathan Swift was also fully cognizant of the alliance
that the Bank represented*

In 1721 in his own fashion, lie

presented a rather novel argument against the Bank.
it ran in this fashion:

Briefly,

The 3ank was a Protestant Bank and

had drained the specie from the Protestants in exchange for
Its papers

The present result was that the Irish Papists

were the only persons with ready money and by that fact were
more formidable than ever.95
By the gradual assumption by the Bank of more and more
of the ordinary duties of public financing, this bond be
tween the government and the Bank became more firmly cement
ed through the eighteenth century.

In 1775 Adam Smith wrote:

"The stability of the Bank of England is equal to that of
the British government*

All that it has advanced to the

public must be lost before its creditors can sustain any
loss."96
As has been indicated, Hamilton always considered that
public credit had to be based upon the support of the government*
5
9

9k*
95.
Scott {19
9b.

Hamilton, Works, Lodge ed., I, 23k*
The Works of "Jonathan Swift, edited by Sir Walter
voTs.j Edinburgh, 182k), VI, 298.
Smith, The Wealth of Nations, 30k.
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by the moneyed men.

He apparently assumed that when a bank

was established there would be a good deal of Interplay be
tween the two supporting groups, so that neither would get a
dominating position.
periodic rechartering.

He believed that a bank would require a
To assure themselves of having no dif

ficulty in securing the new charter, the proprietors of the
Bank would not, Hamilton felt certain, "feel a disposition to
render...fthe Bank] by its conduct, unworthy of public patron
age."

He further pointed out that both can always render

services to one another and the Bank proprietors were not
likely to forget that auch services rendered to the govern
ment "are novar unattended with an immediate and adequate
compensation. "97

For proof of such rewards he could most

certainly point to the 3ank of England.
The attempt has been made above to show that the Bank
of England quickly assumed an important role in the main
tenance of the public credit.

Adam Smith attested to its

success in becoming an indispensable institution by 1 7 7 5 .
But before this final result was achieved, a near catastro
phe intervened which left a lasting impression— the South
Sea Bubble.9 09
78

97,

Hamilton, Work3, Lodge ed., Ill, 1^9.

98. The most complete account of this event is in Louis
Melville, The South Sea Bubble (London, 1921).
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The South Sea Company was formed in 1711.

Stock of the

company was to be exchanged for "a large arrear of navy,
victualling, transport, and army debentures."

As an Induce

ment in marketing the company’s stock, a monopoly of the
South Sea trade was given to the company.

The stock was

sold; but as the years passed, it was seen that there was no
great future in store for the company through the proaai©
channels of trading.

Hot being content with such a prospect,

the directors of the company searched for a more promising
path for their company*

Ihey thought they saw it in John

Law’s Mississippi Company in France.
In 1717 John Law had formed the Mississippi Company in
France on the basis of exchanging government securities for
stock in a company having a trading monopoly.^9

As a specu

lative venture, the Mississippi Company was from the very
first a tremendous success,
rose steadily.

The value of the company's stock

As the value of thi3 stock rose, it was ac

companied by a frensy for speculation.

The government took

over the company hoping thus to reap in full the profits.

This

was a mistake; for, as Hamilton later aaalyzed this ventures
"Paper credit never was long supported in any country, an a
national scale, where it was not founded on a joint basis of9

99.
Macpherson, Annals, III, lB, 55.
Anderson’s remarks upon "Law* s kicked bcheme.

Sec III, 66 for
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public and private credit.

An attempt to establish it on

public credit alone In France, under the auspices of Mr. Law,
had nearly ruined the Kingdom,

100

John Law's Mississippi

Bubble burst in May of 1720 and all Prance was prostrate.
But before the collapse of the French company, the South
Sea Company in England had determined to adopt the 3 ame
scheme.

In January of 1720 the South Sea Company offered the

English government S«3,>00,000 for the privilege of taking in
all the outstanding public debt except that owed to the Bank
and the East India Company, in exchange for its own stock, on
which it was to pay 5 par cent until 1 7 2 7 and 2{. per cent there
after.

The total debt thu 3 to be absorbed was fc30,931,712.

The Bank of England countered with an offer of Lp,000,000 for
the same privilege.
i>7»500,000.

The Company came back with an offer of

Adam Anderson, who was associated with the South

Sea Company for forty years, pointed out, in retrospect, the
folly of these proposals.

He said*

"Let anyone of common

understanding consider one moment, hoi' it could be possible
for either company to perform what they now proposed, so as
not to be losers themselves, without egregiously deceiving and
nlQX
injuring the proprietors of these debts.

100.
101.
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England*s everlasting good fortune, the company*a proposals
ware accepted on April 7, 1720.
stock was worth t>3l0 a share.

On this data the company's
A speculative mania then ap

parently seised all of England.

For this was the year 1720,

the year which Adam Anderson describes as rremarkable,
beyond all others, for extraordinary and romantic projects,
proposals, and undertakings, both private and national."

102

He believed that it "ought to be had in perpetual remembrance,
not only as being what never had its parallsl, nor, it is to
bs hoped, ever will hereafter."
By June 30 South See shares were up to fc2,000 .
any venture were marketable through these months.

Shares in

Scores of

Incredible projects were launched by subscription including
one "for carrying on an undertaking of great importance, but
nobody to know what it is . " 1
103
2
0

The South Sea Company sought

to protect itself and took legal action to enjoin the further
creation of these bubble companies.
doing so ruined itself.

It won its suit but in

The mania passed away aa quickly as

it had come and the company's shares began to fall.

On

September 13 the shares of the company were valued at iljOOj

102. Ibid., 76.
103. KieTville, 3outh Sea 3nbble, 97. See the list of
stock pricee In various" of TTiese projects during 1720 in
Macpherson, Annals, III, 90~94«
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by the 3 rd of the next month, they were down to 1230,^^
The moral to he drawn from this extravagant experi
ence wa 3 that drawn by Adam Anderson.

He pointed out the

futility of ®unjust end visionary schemes for lessening the
British national debt...calculated for deceiving and hood
winking the proprietors of those debts, by altering or
changing names, shape, and position of them, too much resem
bling, what is vulgarly called, slight-of hand, rather than for
any solid lessening of those incumbrances, as If any method
whatsoever, consistently with national justice and honour, could
lessen our incumbrances, but a clear and inviolable sinking
fund, the consequence of the frugal savings from the reduction
of interest; and avoiding all needless expense; and from the
increase of foreign commerce proportionably increasing the
public revenue."*0 '*
Anderson’s Insistence upon the role of a sinking fund
brings up the final point of this chapter.

The narrative thus

far lias intended to show how oho publio debt was used aa the
basis of the needed currency expansion.
great need of the eoiamerclal world.

It thus fulfilled a

Ho inference is to ba

made, however, that there were not definite limits to the sise

lOlj.,

helville, South Sea bubble, 133,

105.

Macphorson, Annals, H i , 7»- 1 (*

of the public debt.

And it was to the constant expansion of

the public debt without any consideration of these proper
H a l t ® that Hamilton's contemporaries were pointing with
alarm.

The limitations on the debt will be determined by

the necessities of the nation and the policies of the
government.

But the reduction of the existing debt was

belisved to be determined ay a courageous habit.

It was

thought that a methodical diversion each year of an assigned
part of the public revenues to a properly organised sinking
fund to be thence used for the purposes of reducing the
public debt was wall within the power of any government.
The proper use and purpose of a sinking fund was not
completely obvious.
and laboriously.

That, too, had to be worked out slowly

The first example of a sinking fund in

ifurope was la Holland in 1&5’S.

The interest on the Butch

public debt was reduced frees b to I<. per cent and the gain was
applied to the discharge of the principal.

In l635

the Pop©

similarly reduced the Interest on his debt from Ij. to 3 per
cent and used the gain in the reduction of the principal.10^
In l?lp >1111331 Paterson proposed a sinking fund for England,
which proposal gave much offense to stockjobbers who viewed
such a measure as a "sponge to the public debt,” and feared

106.

Ibid., IT, ¥>3, 622.
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that by this means they were about to lose their liveli
hoods.10^

In 1716 Archibald Hutcheson during a Parliamentary

debate proposed devoting to the payment of the national debt
"so much as snail be sufficient of the estates real and per
sonal of all the inhabit&nta of Great Britain.... "1j 8

a

capital levy such as this proposal, as a political expedient,
is hopeless.

The sinking fund remained as the moat likely

means of reducing these public debts.
Robert Walpole is the man whose name is always linked with
the sinking fund in England.

109

7

He was Lord of the Treasury

in 1717 when he proposed that the interest on the public bonds
owned by the South Sea Company and by the Bank of England be
reduced from 5 to 4 per cent and that the resulting saving be
applied to the discharging of the principal of the national
debt . 110

Walpole was no longer in office when this proposal

was put into effect.

As a member of Parliament, Walpole op

posed the schemes of the South Sea Company; privately, he made
a fortune speculating in the shares of the Company.

As the

recognised master of public finance of the time, he was re
turned to office to help d e a n up the affairs of the collapsed

107
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Company.

He remained in office as the dominant figure of

the government until 17i+5Under Walpole's ministry, annual surpluses began to ap
pear in th© public balance sheet from 1727 onward.
surplua sums ware placed in the Sinking Fund.

These

Interest on

the national debt was reduced in 1727 from 5 to k per eent.
Kith all this gain, however, there was no proportionate reduetion in the debt because Walpole was encroaching upon the
Fund.

Starting in 1722, Walpole diverted by 17l|0 over

18,500,000 from the Sinking Fund to pay for current govern
mental services.

He was frank to admit that such acta were,

in hia judgment, sound political measures and, such was hia
power, that thase practices were continued until he left
of flee. ***■
slons.

There waa continual opposition to thesa divar-

The language of Adam Anderson reveals tha vehemence

of tha opposition.

Ha pointed out that Instead of using the

accessions to the Sinking Fund to retire the debt methodically,
■that sacred fund has bean, either directly or indirectly,
sacrilegiously and wantonly violated, to the inconceivable
damage of the nation’* commerce, which otherwise would have
long ainc* been graatly eased by tha abolition of many taxaa,1

1 1 1 . Ibid., 61-62, 70.
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duties, and customs, which are at present very heavy closes
on our manufactures and foreign commerce, and enable our
rivals to 'undersell us at foreign markets, to our unapeakable detriment,*

112

Hamilton*a writings show that in his own. mind he rent
through much th® &asle course tliat has been here narrated of
English financial history.

Hamilton*s first task was to re

store public credit for the dual purpose of ensuring the
ready market ability of government securities and then by
insuring such free negotiability thereby to inject into the
nation*s commercial structure an additional quality of
active capital.

These being his primary purposes h© did

not dwell strongly upon the necessity of providing for fcho
reduction of fcho debt, although in his very first report to
Congress he indicated that an eleiaont in the public credit
was the confidence in the ultimate redemption of these bonds.
It was not until

1795* In

a report submitted Just prior to his

resignation from the Treasury, that Hamilton squarely faced
the problem of reduction of the public debt.

Having seen

public credit restored and the financial condition of”the
country put Into a respectable state that inspired confidence
in the future, Hamilton thought that he could nor warn of the

112,

Jfiacpherson, Annals, III, 133-39*
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danger to every government from the prorre^ive accumulation
of debt.” He declared that ©. tendency to such accumulations
"la, perhaps, the natural disease of rll *ovsraxseufc*,.J!

As

Adam balth had before him, Hamilton nor pointed out the con
tradictions in human nature whin’' desired a reduction in the
existing public debts and reseated the imposition of taxes to
effectuate that purpose.

He then declared tfc-t ouxjr ’’provi

dent foresight and inflexible yrser-rv c«" would prouuoe
adequate measures to prevent th- 3r.cc

'*/© gr^utia ox the debt.

He once again expressed his approval of the ritlsh practice
of ’’incorporating, with the erection of .obfc, the means of
ext iiiguisassent*8*^^
This concludes tns narrative of the fi .aac.al oackjxound
which it is thought Hamilton had in uind in the preparation
of his reports to Congress*

Along the way. tnex-o ntve been

pointed out allusions of Hamilton to the various events and
institutions mentioned.

The persistent recurrence of ex

pressions indicating a belief in the splendid performances of
the Bank of England in carrying on just those functions which
he deemed aeeesoary in the successful administration of the
new American government, inevitably raise an inference that
Hamilton bed this Hank in mind when formulating his plans.
These references preclude the thouyjii that the policies

113

Hamilton, forks, Lodge ed., Ill, 26l ff»
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suggested by him were original with him.

The doleful cries

of hie contemporaries suggest that he paid little heed to

them in suggesting to Congress, with much persuasiveness,
proposals that embodied the very policies against which the
outcries wars directed.

Ho compatibility with Adam Smith or

David Kuae can be found until Hamilton’s financial policies
were well launched and he, being about to withdraw from the
scene, felt it fitting to point out the wisest course for
the future.

And this wisdom can be seen to have been derived

from the British, experience.
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